This booklet intends to present some examples of the local livelihood and interactions in the Öresund region, as well as their connection to global developments. By doing so we discover how patterns resemble each other but also how they differs between countries and continents, and we hope to contribute to the understanding of a region where two nation states are bridging, mentally and through modern engineering, the challenges of a deeply rooted common history situated in a shared environment.

The articles mirror the research work in environmental history at the Universities of Roskilde, Copenhagen, Malmö and Lund, and the network that links it together. Forest history, history of energy transitions, marine environmental history, consumption, migration and the processes and consequences of industrialisation have been key elements in this research. In this work the regional perspective is important as even the concept of a region changes over time with new technologies and the supply of energy. It is our hope that these articles will give a presentation of some globally important questions that concerns us all and their regional development over time in our own local livelihood – the Öresund Region.
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INTRODUCTION

Local livelihoods and global challenges.
Understanding human interaction with the environment

Fredrik Björk, Per Eliasson & Bo Poulsen

The first World Congress of Environmental History aims to explore human interaction between people and their environment on many different scales. Our baselines for research become challenged thematically, spatially and in time, also when visiting regions far away from home – or just across the Öresund. The Öresund is the name of the narrow waters between Copenhagen, Denmark and Malmö, Sweden.

Carved out by the ice melting away at the last ice age, the Öresund area and hinterland was soon an environment of bounty, probably exploited by humans as early as 12,000 years ago. While remains of the early cultures are scarce, the last millennium has witnessed a broad range of well-documented encounters between man and nature in this part of the World.

This booklet intends to present some examples of the local livelihood and interactions in the two countries that are hosting the congress, as well as their connection to global developments. By doing so we discover how patterns resemble each other but also how they differs between countries and continents, and we hope to contribute to the understanding of a region where two nation states are bridging, mentally and through modern engineering, the challenges of a deeply rooted common history situated in a shared environment.

This common environment consists of two parts – firstly the fertile soils in Zealand and southern Scania with good preconditions for agriculture, secondly the Öresund with rich fish catches and above all its
function as a maritime crossroad between Western and Eastern Europe but also between Zealand and Scania. These two major preconditions of human interaction in the region are highlighted in every chapter, along with common threads of issues of subsistence, energy and consequences of population growth.

Similarities and differences between the Danish and Swedish sides are in focus in Stefan Anderbergs article on *Industrialization and environmental development around the Øresund*. With a perspective stretching from the early stages of industrialization in the mid-1800s to the increasingly integrated economies of today, Anderberg looks at how pollution have changed over time, drawing conclusions that the development is in many ways similar to the experiences in other Northern and Central European countries. Important differences between the Swedish and Danish sides of the Øresund are visible in the development of the energy system and in food and agricultural policies.

A long-term perspective is provided by Carsten Jahnke, looking at the herring fisheries in the Øresund from 1200 to 1600. In *The European fishmonger*, Jahnke shows how the “fish without bones” became a new export commodity and contributed to the development of the Scanian markets. The ecological conditions permitted a constant catch of large quantities of herring, but there was also a more or less mythical awareness of overfishing. The Scanian markets were important transfer points of the medieval European trade, since they connected western and eastern market systems. In the fifteenth century, the Scanian markets began to decline and eventually ceased. The traditional explanation for this relates to depleted herring stocks, but Jahnke also points to newer research, which suggests that political and economical processes in Europe must be taken into consideration.

Fishing is also in focus in Johan A. Lundin’s article *Fishing in the Øresund and the Janus face of industrialism*. Lundin investigates material from the Scanian fishing villages Limhamn and Råå, the largest in southern Sweden at the turn of the twentieth century. The development of equipment and boats made the fishermen less dependent on weather and local conditions, but was also a target for criticism. Industrialization was an important part in the development of modern fishery, Lundin concludes, but could also have negative consequences, such as overfishing and pollution.
The industrialization of food production systems is also the topic in *The Future is a Sweet Dream. Sugar Production and Environmental Impact c. 1850-1950*. Here, Fredrik Björk examines how sugar beets were introduced in Scania and became a significant agent in the integration between agricultural and industrial systems. The beet sugar factories were some of the most criticized polluters of the late nineteenth century, responsible for dried-up lakes and rivers, dead fish and foul smells. At the same time, sugar was perceived as luxurious and modern, and supported by important political and financial interests.

In his article, *Environmental agency*, Bo Fritzbøger has an even longer time frame discussing examples of how forests have been used and perceived in Denmark from c.1500 until today. Taking his starting point in the historical interdependence between humans and the physical environment in the early modern multifunctional land use and discords over concepts such as underwood and overwood. The wood itself became an actor when the tenants preferred to use the underwood as coppices. This practice stops the maturation of the overwood, i.e. big trees of beech or oak, while instead a transformation of woods into underwood becomes apparent. With several examples like this Fritzbøger shows how, until today, the woods can be seen as actors in an interaction with human society.

The woodlands of Scania, on the Swedish side of the Öresund, resemble those in Zealand in Denmark. For centuries the city of Malmö had the same problems with scarcity of wood as many Danish cities. This in turn makes Malmö different from many other Swedish cities. In his article *When the Ceiling was Broken*, Per Eliasson explains how natural conditions made the pre-industrial city of Malmö suffer more from energy poverty than most Swedish cities. The arrival of British coal from the mid-1800s changed this situation dramatically. When this dependence on the local natural conditions for energy use was removed, the use of first coal and then oil and electricity created the modern city of Malmö.

Industrialization in the Öresund region was closely linked to the introduction of fossil fuels, as Per Eliasson argues in his article. One of the consequences of this was that thick, black smoke filled the skies of the cities. In *Coal Smoke Pollution in Industrial Malmö and Copenhagen*, Lars Berggren shows that there was a sharp increase in the amount of steam power used in Malmö’s factories in the late 1880s. Eventually, complaints about coal smoke were made and investigations were started. However, Berggren suggests that the image of black smoke
coming out of a factory chimney was ambiguous, since it was seen as a sign of wealth and prosperity.

Pernillaouis' and Ebba Lisberg Jensen's article on cultural and biological diversity in present-day Malmö, "I brought a hazelnut from Macedonia", investigates how this complex relationship manifests itself in the allotment gardens of Malmö. Ouis and Lisberg Jensen also examine the debate on biodiversity in the Swedish context, where they argue that two distinct positions can be identified: either biodiversity is related to variety - of individuals, species and populations, or to indigenous nature.

The articles mirror the research work in environmental history at the Universities of Roskilde, Copenhagen, Malmö and Lund and the network that links it together. Since our Nordic Environmental History conference in 2004 in Copenhagen and Malmö this cooperation has been ever closer. Forest history, history of energy transitions, marine environmental history, consumption, migration and the processes and consequences of industrialisation have been key elements in this research. In this work the regional perspective is important as even the concept of a region changes over time with new technologies and the supply of energy.

It is our hope that these articles will give a presentation of some globally important questions that concerns us all and their regional development over time in our own local livelihood – the Öresund Region.
INTRODUCTION

During the last 15 years, the Øresund region has become one of the most dynamic city regions in Europe. Economic revitalization characterized by expansion of the private service sector and increasing regional integration have contributed to this development. This region is characterized today by several current trends among major city regions in the world. It has been strongly influenced by the trends of “ecological modernization”¹ and green “branding”.² Since the early 1990s, environmental efforts are no longer viewed as only important for health and environment, but also for stimulating regional economic growth and attractiveness. The Environmental Programme for the Øresund Region³ states that:

A good environment […] is also one of the most important preconditions for a positive and dynamic development. With this environmental programme it is our intention not only to take a first step towards breaking the relation between wealth and negative environmental impact, but to establish that a good environment is a prerequisite for desirable development in the Øresund region.
Sustainable development efforts signal that this is an advanced region and encourage environmental innovations that may result in exports of products and services! Particularly Copenhagen and Malmö have been successful in their efforts to develop their profiles as innovative eco-city forerunners, and they often achieve high rankings in international comparisons. The aspirations of Copenhagen to become the environmental capital of Europe were already rendered some legitimacy with the location of European Environmental Agency in the city in 1994. According to the present vision, by 2015 Copenhagen will be an important environmental centre in the world and the city will have shown that environmental care gives development dynamism. Malmö does not have such grandiose visions, but in recent years has received attention all over the world for its sustainable city-inspired urban renewal projects.

The history of environmental degradation and industrial pollution in the region, and the dramatic pollution trend-break and clean-up in recent decades are very important assets for the green branding of the Øresund region. Not long ago, the major cities had a long-standing reputation as polluted and unhealthy, and the effects of the intensive agriculture, urban sprawl and traffic growth in the region seemed overwhelming. This article focuses on the long-term industrial and environmental development of the Øresund region with particular emphasis on structural changes in employment, settlement, pollution and resource flows. Comparisons are made between the two parts of the region, and the Øresund region is also to some extent put in relation to other parts of the two countries as well as other parts of Europe. This contribution is based on earlier studies in the region that have particularly addressed the long-term development of resource flows and recent sustainable development efforts.

TWO AREAS IN DIFFERENT COUNTRIES

The impressive recent growth of cross-border exchanges such as the number of Sound crossings, migration, and commuting, has taken place from very low levels of interaction, and essentially the Øresund region still consists of two distinct parts. The Danish part is dominated
by the island of Zealand (Sjælland) with Greater Copenhagen, but also includes the other islands in eastern Denmark (Lolland, Falster, Bornholm and Møn) and has 45% of the Danish population. The Swedish part includes the province of Scania (Skåne), which has 13% of the population in the country. There are many similarities between these two parts of the region, most significantly in terms of nature and landscape and agricultural conditions, but there are also some parallel historical and industrial developments. A fundamental difference is, however, that while Scania is a peripheral region in Sweden, Copenhagen is the national capital, and in many areas the most important city in Scandinavia. The economy in the Danish metropolitan area has always been more diversified, and recent developments in finance, industrial services, research, and tourism, which characterize the region, are much stronger in Denmark. The growth in Greater Copenhagen, which in 2008 even had the highest salary level in the world, has fuelled Øresund integration by providing jobs for thousands of Swedes.

The difference between the two sides of Øresund was perhaps at a maximum on the verge of the century of the industrial revolution. Denmark was a wealthier, and more economically diversified and urbanized country. More than a fifth of the Danish population lived in the towns and cities in 1800, and more than half of the urban residents lived in Copenhagen, which already had more than 100,000 inhabitants. The city was the capital of an empire that still consisted of Norway, Iceland and Greenland, and some small overseas territories in the West Indies and Africa. Denmark does not have important mineral or energy resources, but has through most of its history been a rich agricultural country producing a surplus for export. As a consequence of demand from military and shipping as well as mercantilist policies, there existed important manufactures in Copenhagen and the surrounding region (e.g. Frederiksværk, Lyngby, and Hellebæk) that produced textiles and garments, metals and armament, chemicals and paint. Rivers with modest fall heights had long been important locations for various types of mills.

Scania had been conquered by Sweden in 1658. The province had been a central and prosperous part of the Denmark, but had difficulties in finding its role under Swedish rule. Traditional trade links were broken, traditional industries such as iron forging in northern Scania disappeared, and the major cities were degraded to garrisons and local market towns. In the year 1800, only 8% of the Scanian population lived in the cities, compared to 34% in the Danish part of the Øresund.
region. Malmö was still the largest city, but had less than 4000 inhabitants. In the first half of the nineteenth century, Scania had relatively many and varied mills and handicraft activities in comparison with other parts of Sweden, but only few large industries. The most important industrial locations were Andrarum in the southeast with alum works, Höganäs in the northwest with expanding coal mining and glass and ceramics industry, Klippan with its paper mill, and Malmö with manufactures (tobacco, leather, textiles and sugar).

1. Sector employment in Denmark 1840–2005 (top) and in Sweden 1870–2005 (bottom)
The industrial breakthrough in the second half of the nineteenth century was much more dramatic in Sweden than in Denmark, where the shares of secondary sector (manufacturing and construction) employment (Figure 1) and urban population were already above 20%. In 1870, the secondary sector only employed 9%\textsuperscript{10} of the Swedish workforce. Before the end of the century, there was a fivefold increase of both industrial production value and employment. During the twentieth century, employment in the secondary sector reached higher levels in Sweden than in Denmark: in 1960 it was 45% and 37%, respectively. At the dawn of the industrial era, Scania had the best agricultural conditions in the country, reserves of clay, lime and coal, but limited resources of other minerals, forest and water power that were so important in the export-driven industrialization in other parts of Sweden. While the industrialization of Scania differed in several ways from the rest of the country, it had similarities to the development in Denmark. The industrial development process can be divided into three phases: the agricultural and industrial revolution in the nineteenth century, the “golden age” of manufacturing and modernization in the twentieth century and the industrial crisis and economic transformation towards the end of the 20\textsuperscript{th} century.

**AGRICULTURAL AND INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION**

The dynamic nineteenth century in the Øresund region was shaped by accelerating population growth, agricultural development, and industrialization. Population growth and urbanization provided expanding demand for agricultural products. The population in the Øresund region increased during the nineteenth century from less than 700,000 to 1.7 million people (Figure 2). The population increase was more important in the Danish part. Towards the end of the century Denmark and particularly Copenhagen became a magnet for immigrants who to a large extent came from southwestern Scania.\textsuperscript{11}
2. Population development in the Øresund region 1800–2005

Land consolidation reforms (as well as the abolition of serfdom in Denmark) implemented in Denmark and southern Sweden around the turn of the century 1800 were important for creating independent farmers and for providing opportunities for these farmers to introduce new technology, land reclamation and drainage and new crop varieties for increasing production. The opening of the British market for the grain trade in the 1840s provided opportunities for increasing exports. Sweden, which had never been an important exporter of agricultural products, became a major supplier of oats for the horses of London, and both Swedish and Danish agriculture experienced a boom for three decades until the grain crisis in the 1880s.

The first phase of industrialization in the Øresund region was closely linked to agriculture. The construction of railways from the mid-nineteenth century provided improved access to markets, and the food industry – e.g. mills, dairies and breweries – developed in the new station towns. Profits from agriculture, the food industry and trade in agricultural products were invested in other emerging industries, such as brick, stone, lime and cement industry in rural areas as well as in new factories in the cities. Furthermore, agriculture was an important customer for the new industries, particularly for the metal and machinery industry and the chemical industry that began production of artificial fertilizers towards the end of the century.
Rural industry was long important in the region. Even before the industrial breakthrough, Scania was together with Stockholm the most industrialized region in Sweden. In 1870, approximately a third of all rural industrial workers in Sweden lived in Scania. In Denmark, most factories were in the countryside until the early twentieth century but these rural factories were mostly small and in 1901 employed only about 35% of the industrial workers. In Scania, the most important rural industrial branches were distilleries, sugar, brick and cement factories. In the year 1900, rural industry employed 45% of the industrial workforce and contributed 35% of the industrial production value.

In the late nineteenth century, industrial growth increasingly took place in the cities, and a varied industry developed in most cities in the region. Urbanization accelerated in Scania and the share of the urban population doubled between 1870 and 1900 from 11 to 22% (Figure 3). Around the year 1900, Malmöhus County (southwestern Scania) was the most important industrial county among the 25 counties in Sweden, with an even higher industrial production value per capita than the city of Stockholm, and the industry in the two counties in Scania was almost as important as the industry in all the four counties of the capital region. Malmö with 26% of the industrial workers in Scania had become one of the leading industrial cities in the country, and among the ten most important industrial cities in Sweden five were in Scania (Malmö, Helsingborg, Landskrona, Kristianstad and Ystad). The food industry was still the dominant industrial sector in the region, but in Copenhagen and Malmö, the textile and metal industry had become important.

THE GOLDEN AGE OF MANUFACTURING

In the twentieth century, the cities continued to dominate industrial growth, and rural industry gradually lost its importance in the region. Copenhagen strengthened its position as the dominant industrial location in Denmark. In 1949, 37% of manufacturing employment in the country was located in the central parts of today’s Greater Copenhagen. Scania kept its position as the most diversified industrial region in
Sweden, but the national importance of the region diminished as other regions industrialized with a dynamic development of export-oriented sectors such as wood, pulp and paper, and metal. Malmö and Helsingborg strengthened their positions as industrial centres, but many other locations were important as well. Many towns in Scania have given names to long-lived companies in varied branches such as Trelleborg (rubber and chemicals), Höganäs (metals), Perstorp (chemicals), and Ballingslöv (kitchens).

The industrial growth in the cities contributed to continuous urbanization in the region (Figure 3). On the Danish side, almost four fifths of the population lived in urban areas before the Second War, while it was not until the 1960s that similar levels were reached in Sweden. Between 1900 and 1950, the urban population in the Øresund region increased from 800,000 to almost 2 million. Most of this urban growth took place in Greater Copenhagen and in the Swedish cities along the Sound (Malmö, Helsingborg and Landskrona). From the early eighteenth century until the 1970s, Malmö consistently was among the fastest-growing cities in Sweden.

### 3. Urbanization in the Øresund region 1800–2005

Food production was still a major industrial sector in the Øresund region, but the mechanical industry in the twentieth century became much more important. In the inter-war period, shipbuilding became a new successful export-oriented regional specialization, and after the
Second World War shipyards were the most important employers in Copenhagen, Malmö, Landskrona and Helsingør. The textile industry was also as important as the food industry until the 1960s.

On both sides of Øresund, food exports had played a central role in the industrialization process, and the two parts of the region seemed for a long time to have equal potential for further development of the export-oriented food industry. However, radically different national responses to the international agricultural trade crisis in the late nineteenth century created two separate paths of development. Danish food production successfully specialized in animal products, while Sweden reintroduced customs barriers to protect agriculture, and the Scanian food sector was for more than a century almost solely producing the domestic market. Denmark has continuously developed its position as one of the world’s leading exporters of pork, dairy products and beer, and agricultural exports long dominated national exports during the twentieth century. In 1960, meat and dairy products alone made up almost half of the national exports, but the industrial employment share of the food industry was only 12%. The metal and engineering industry, with more than 40% of the secondary employment, contributed only 20% of the exports. The regional specialization in agriculture and food was of great importance for parts of the mechanical industry producing tools and machinery for agriculture as well as for the development of regional specialization in packaging (Hartmann, Tetra Pak), chemical production of agricultural inputs and several other industries.

INDUSTRIAL CRISIS AND ECONOMIC TRANSFORMATION

The post-war period was characterized by the fastest economic and industrial growth in Scandinavian history and the development of a car-driven welfare society. However, in the 1970s, several major industries were severely hit by the recession after the oil crisis, and the economy and population in the whole region stagnated. Formerly important industries such as the textile industry disappeared and the large shipyards began a decline, regional policies disfavoured the big cities, and new industrial development took place elsewhere in the countries. For Scania, this was also a period of sharp decline: from one of wealthiest regions in the country in the 1960s to one of poorest in the 1990s.
However, since the end of the 1980s, Copenhagen and Malmö have experienced renewed growth due to dynamic development of an internationally competitive service industry, research and education, and the population and economy of the whole has grown. Among new economic specializations is a concentration on biotech education, research and development, making Øresund region one of the leading bio-tech regions worldwide.\textsuperscript{16} Compared with the 1960s, the employment structure has changed considerably. By 2005, the secondary sector employed only 19\%, while the employment share of private services was 41\%, of which more than a quarter are employed in the fast-growing business services.\textsuperscript{17} In the last fifteen years, the decreasing importance of secondary employment has been more due to the growth of total employment in the region than to a general fall in the number of industrial jobs. The chemical industry has even expanded in the region, while the traditionally important food and metal sectors have decreased.

**ENVIRONMENTAL CRISES AND CLEAN-UP**

**Urban crises**

Industrialization and urbanization caused long increasing environmental pressures in the region. Olof Wärneryd et al.\textsuperscript{18} describe three typical urban environmental crises in the development of Scandinavian (and European) cities: a *hygienic* crisis in the late nineteenth century, and in the twentieth century a *social* crisis dominated by poor unhealthy housing, and an *ecological* crisis connected to the polluted city environment. The Øresund cities provide typical examples of these crises as well as of the efforts to solve them. Similar to many other fast-growing industrial cities in Europe, water and sanitary issues became a major concern in Malmö, Copenhagen and other cities in the region in the late nineteenth century.\textsuperscript{19} After decades of frequent and intense debates and gradual investments in water infrastructures, the solution in the early twentieth century was that all wastewater was collected and released into the Sound. In western Copenhagen, a biological wastewater treatment plant opened in 1920, but plans for a larger and
all-embracing treatment plant were not realized until 1980. In Malmö a plant of this kind opened a decade earlier.

During the first half of the twentieth century, Copenhagen was among the most densely populated cities in Europe, and the population in the central parts of the city continued to grow until after the Second World War. In the crowded inner city, housing was mixed with industry, and most of the problems of the early industrial European city still existed until the 1960s: overcrowding, unhealthy apartments, lack of light and fresh air, and related health problems. Industry made noise and created risky situations with transportation and the use of hazardous chemicals in the vicinity of housing areas. Coal and coke remained the dominant source of energy, and air pollution was a severe problem. During the post-war economic boom, pollution problems received increasing attention. The first air pollution measurements in the 1940s showed that areas in the centre of Copenhagen were more polluted than London. When regular air quality measurements started in the early 1960s, the average SO$_2$ (sulphur dioxide) level in central Copenhagen was about 80 μg/m$^3$ in the summer and 120 μg/m$^3$ in the winter, which can be compared with WHO’s recommended ceiling of 50 μg/m$^3$ SO$_2$. Malmö had similar levels until the early 1970s. Coke was also widely used in Malmö for heating, gas production and industrial machinery, but the energy sector diversified earlier in Sweden with electrification based on hydropower resources in the northern part of the country.

From the late 1940s the solution to the inner-city over crowding was massive housing construction on the periphery of the cities. Movement out of the crowded inner city commenced in Copenhagen already in the early 1950s, when both industry and people started to seek space on the periphery. In Copenhagen, the inner city population decreased by approximately 40% between the 1950s and the 1980s, and today only about one third of the population of the metropolitan area live in the inner city. In Malmö, the dramatic expansion with the construction of large peripheral housing estates culminated with the so-called “million programme” (the construction of over one million dwellings between 1965 and 1974 in a country of about eight million inhabitants). Parallel to the expansion of both cities, the inner cities became the object of large-scale renewal. In Malmö, a radical reshaping of large areas of the inner city took place through demolition and new construction, while in Copenhagen inner city transformation was more selective. In both cities, inner city “revitalization” included new infrastructure and green space.
In the 1960s and 1970s, satellite towns dominated by small houses started to grow rapidly farther and farther out from the major cities, providing the middle class with housing alternatives. A more polycentric settlement structure emerged in the region, and this structure has actually been strengthened in recent years when the major cities once again are experiencing population growth. The private car was the necessary prerequisite for this development that has further stimulated the increasing road traffic in the region.

Regional energy use and pollution development

Since the beginning of industrialization the Øresund region has relied to a large extent on imported energy and other natural resources. However, the coal mines in Scania were definitely of great regional importance, and covered most of the coal consumption.

Figure 4 shows an estimation of the regional emissions of CO₂ from fossil fuel combustion, which represents a totally dominant part of the greenhouse gas emissions. CO₂ emissions also reflect the development of the energy system. Coal and coke were the dominating energy source in the region until after World War II, when imported petroleum and electricity from Northern Scandinavia became increasingly important. Until the 1970s, the emissions were increasing, particularly rapidly after the Second World War when both industrial production and household energy consumption rose rapidly with increasing standards of living.

Industrial pollution was traditionally connected to use of fossil fuels, use of inputs such as dyes and chemicals in textile industry and waste from various processes in e.g. large-scale food factories such as sugar plants, and more diffuse pollution from the numerous metal workshops. In comparison with metal, coal and forest industry regions in other parts of Europe and Scandinavia, there have only been few representatives of the most polluting industrial branches. The most important industrial pollution sources in the mid-twentieth century were power plants, rubber, cement, and fertilizer factories, and some other chemical plants, and secondary metal smelters and leather factories. Northwestern Scania and the western suburbs of Copenhagen still have important concentrations of environmentally hazardous industry.
Single improvements occurred earlier, but the trend-break in regional pollution of CO$_2$ and other pollutants did not come until the 1970s. CO$_2$ emissions decreased in the coming decades due to a combination of industrial restructuring, stagnation of fossil fuel use, energy efficiency increase (most importantly the heating of buildings), and changes of energy system with the introduction of natural gas, nuclear power (in Sweden) and later increasing use of renewable energy sources (biomass in Sweden and wind power in Denmark). Denmark is a country that over a long period has combined high economic growth with stable energy use and provides perhaps the best international example of “decoupling”.$^{23}$ Emissions of other pollutants also started to decrease in the late 1960s and early 1970s with the implementation of environmental legislation, resulting in widespread introduction of pollution control, and changes in urban energy systems. This development was reinforced by the industrial restructuring from the mid-1970s.
Improved urban environment

Figure 5 shows the development of concentrations of sulphur and nitrogen dioxides in the air in the centres of Copenhagen and Malmö. The improvement in air quality began in the 1960s with the replacement of coal and coke with oil and investment in district heating. Today, 96% of Copenhagen’s apartment buildings and 90% of Malmö’s are connected to remote heating networks. This development continued in the 1970s with pollution control, the closure of some heavily polluting factories, and decreasing fossil-fuel-based heating. Today, the main source of air pollution is road traffic. Atmospheric concentrations of the typically car-related pollutants nitrogen dioxide and ozone have been relatively stable since the 1980s.

5. Average atmospheric concentrations at monitoring stations in the city centres of Copenhagen and Malmö 1970–2005

The development of water quality is even more remarkable. On the Swedish side of Øresund, a dramatic decrease of emissions from urban areas occurred already before 1975 when tertiary treatment wastewater plants with phosphorus removal were built in almost all municipalities. In Denmark, water pollution control developed more slowly, but emissions to Øresund have been reduced by 80–90% since the 1980s. All
major cities in the region today have centrally located beaches which are very popular and crowded during summer. The beaches in central Malmö have cleaner water than most beaches in Sweden, and in Copenhagen, a city beach opened a few years ago in the south harbour.

**UNSOLVED ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES**

The major trend in the regional pollution landscape in recent decades has been a dramatic change from a traditional “immission landscape” with a sharp contrast between the polluted city and the “clean” countryside, towards a more complex situation in which pollution sources are more diffuse and increasingly related to traffic, consumption and agriculture.

The great unsolved environmental problems in the Øresund region today are the environmental impact of agriculture and road traffic. In rural areas, the negative effects of modern agriculture became more obvious in connection with the dramatic development of agriculture in the mid-twentieth century, with accelerating landscape transformation of agricultural landscape, including dramatic hydrological changes, and increased use of machinery, chemical fertilizers and pesticides. In Scania, the agricultural use of chemicals became an important issue in the 1960s when the connection between the disappearance of birds of prey in the agricultural landscape and the use of mercury compounds for seed protection received attention. Eutrophication of lakes due to nutrient leakage from agriculture also received attention early, and in the 1980s special regulations were introduced around Lake Ringsjön in central Scania that increased possibilities to control fertilizer use and related outflows of nutrients. Dramatic algae blooming events in the 1980s and 1990s made eutrophication and the environmental effects of agriculture for water pollution an important environmental issue in Sweden, and a dominating one in Denmark. The use of chemical fertilizers (Figure 6) stagnated in the 1970s and 1980s after a long period of dramatic growth and has decreased in recent decades, probably most importantly due to the introduction of fertilizer tax. However, the effects of this decrease have only been diffuse, and despite many policy initiatives, the problems of nutrient run-off still persist in lakes, fjords as well as the Baltic Sea.
Road traffic has continued to grow in the region, and problems of road congestion have increased dramatically in recent years, especially in Copenhagen, disturbing its ambitions to be an environmental metropolis. The number of vehicles passing the boundary of the city of Copenhagen increased by 30% between 1985 and 2004, resulting in decreasing speed on major city roads. In spite of ambitious investments to increase public transport capacity and dramatic increases in the use of public transport on both sides of Øresund, there are few signs of any structural shift away from car traffic. It is only in the inner cities that public transport, cycling and walking play any significant role for daily transport. Peripheral shopping and business zones are expanding in the region. Car ownership and commuting have actually increased dramatically during the economic expansion of the last few decades, particularly in the inner cities. Between 1995 and 2005, the number registered cars in the city of Copenhagen increased by 29%. Regional commuting patterns have become more dispersed, complex and difficult to cover with public transport. The majority of the working population in the region work outside their municipality of residence. In recent years the fastest-growing commuter flow are into the Copenhagen and Malmö region from areas outside the metropolitan areas and the commuting of residents in the inner cities.
RECENT FLOW TRENDS

The development of resource flows in Greater Copenhagen shows some interesting trends\(^3\) in the last half century that are of relevance for the whole Øresund region. Most important is that the use of energy has stabilized in recent decades and water use has decreased quite dramatically. Household consumption has grown and changed. In particular the number of machines and other complex products and chemicals has increased, but use times have often decreased.

The increasing consumption has contributed to increasing solid waste generation. Despite the decrease in employment and in the GDP contribution of manufacturing, manufacturing waste (not including construction and demolition waste) in the Copenhagen area is surprisingly stable and still almost as important as household waste. Waste from the service sector has grown dramatically in recent years.

The hinterland is no longer the self-evident base for food and other resources, and the provision of both goods and food has become increasingly international. The most dramatic increases in connection with food imports during the last 50 years do not concern traditionally imported food products such as fruit and vegetables but rather traditional Danish exports such as meat, sugar and dairy products. Sweden was long almost self-sufficient in terms food, but during the last 15 years, food imports, particularly from Denmark and Germany but also other countries in the European Union, have become important. The dramatic increase of hotels, restaurants, fashion and luxury shops in central Copenhagen indicates the city’s growing importance as a tourist centre. The transport of goods through the large harbour long dominated Copenhagen’s exchange with the surrounding world, but instead of freight vessels, naval ships and ferries, the harbour is now dominated by cruise ships and Copenhagen airport has long been the largest workplace in Denmark. The passengers not only consist of tourists, but also come for business and conferences. The important growth of tourists, trade and travel today, however, are only physical reflections of the development of international exchange in the growing internationally oriented service economy in the Øresund region.
CONCLUSION

During the last 200 years, the Øresund region has undergone dramatic transformations which have not only changed the economy, settlement patterns and daily lives of its inhabitants but also fundamentally transformed its environment and landscapes. The structural changes can be viewed as regional outcomes of global megatrends that have influenced the region, but these have been shaped by the particular regional historical and geographical context. Industrialization and urbanization transformed the region from an agrarian society in the nineteenth century to an urban welfare society, dominated by industrial manufacturing during most of the twentieth century, and later increasingly by the service sector.Landscapes have been reshaped by the agricultural revolution, urbanization, and continuous modernization of agriculture and forestry as well as more recent developments of recreation and landscape protection. Improved transports have increasingly influenced settlement patterns, and a polycentric urban structure with increasingly interconnected labour markets in the region is emerging. Flows of natural resources and goods have not only grown by several dimensions, but also expanded geographically and diversified with more complex products, and over time generated large amounts of waste in connection with both production and consumption in the region. Direct losses to the environment of most traditional pollutants have decreased dramatically in recent decades and particularly urban environment has improved considerably, but traffic and transports, waste generation, the effects of intensive agriculture, and the use of a multitude of chemicals in various products remain important challenges. The international exchanges of the Øresund region have also grown enormously but varied in importance and character. In recent years, the international exchange of the region has become more diversified by increasing immigration, tourism, trade in services and a wider spectrum of goods, and all forms of professional and private exchanges.

Despite the national frontier and rather limited exchange between the Danish and the Swedish parts of the region during most of the industrial period, and despite the fact that they have had very different positions within their countries, the similarities in the development are predominant. The similarities in the industrial process can to a large extent be explained by the beneficial agricultural conditions, which not only stimulated agricultural development but also very diversified development of industry. Similar regional specializations have continu-
ously developed on both sides of Øresund from traditional industry, including food, brick and cement, agricultural machinery and inputs, over shipbuilding and pharmaceuticals to current Øresund clusters of biotech, IT, environmental technology, and more traditional food and transports. There have also been differences, mostly because the economy in the Danish part always has been larger and more diversified in terms of manufacturing, administration and services. In Scandinavia, however, the historical diversity of manufacturing in Scania can only be matched by capital regions.

Different national policy developments between the two countries have created some differences between the two parts of the Øresund. The most important national difference has probably concerned food and agricultural policies. The Swedish reintroduction of agricultural trade barriers in the late nineteenth century and the aspiration for self-sufficiency had the result that the equally important food sector on both sides of Øresund for centuries had totally different market and competition conditions.

An important difference between the two countries concerns the energy system and its development. Denmark is still totally dependent on fossil fuels for electricity production, which in Sweden relies on water power and nuclear power. Electricity consumption is also traditionally much higher in Sweden. Recent developments, particularly with wind power in Denmark and biomass in Sweden, are also rather country-specific.

In other areas, differences in national economic and policy developments have mostly concerned timing. Industrialization and urbanization started earlier in Denmark, but was much slower than in Scania and Sweden. During the post-war period Sweden was long a wealthier country, and ahead of Denmark in the development of the welfare society. This may also have influenced the introduction of environmental policy. The early development of almost fully comprehensive tertiary wastewater treatment in Sweden was far ahead of all other countries. The concern for the environmental costs of modern agriculture received attention earlier in Sweden, but in Denmark it has become the dominant theme in the environmental debate. Other environmental developments have been rather parallel in time and to some extent followed similar trends to other Northern and Central European countries such as Germany, Britain, Netherlands, Austria and Switzerland. This concerns e.g. the improvement of the urban environmental quality, the implementation of environmental legislation, the development
of urban district heating and stagnation in energy use and decreasing emissions of traditional pollutants.

With its recent development, the Øresund region is increasingly characterized by trends similar to those in the most dynamic city regions in different parts of the world, including increased qualified services, international orientation and tourism, large-scale immigration, regional enlargement and increased long-distance commuting, demand on the built environment and land for urban development. While the trends in energy and water use in Northern Europe differ from what is found in many other big city regions, problems with increasing traffic and waste seem general. This also concern problems of increasing social disparity and tensions in current metropolitan regions. The regional water pollution problems are shared with intensive agricultural areas in Europe and the rest of world.
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THE EUROPEAN FISHMONGER

The great herring fishery in the Øresund 1200–1600

Carsten Jahnke

This article is about fish, especially herring, one of the most important medieval foodstuffs. It is a matter of common knowledge that nowadays the Netherlands is the herring centre, but 600 years ago people in Holland were not allowed to buy Dutch herring – and they would not have done so, because its quality was too bad. The most and only herring that time came from the Øresund, as it did for four to five hundred years.

AND THE LORD CREATED A FISH WITHOUT BONES...

In old times, fish could only be used in coastal areas. It was not possible to transport fresh fish over great distances, meaning distances of more than 100 to 150 kilometres, because it is so perishable. Therefore only people in the coastal areas, such as the Danish islands or Scania, were used to eating different kinds of fresh fish.¹ But from time immemorial these coastal people tried to conserve fish by drying, smoking or salting.

In Denmark every autumn thousands and thousands of herrings (Clupea harengus) passed the Øresund on their way to the spawning grounds in the southern Baltic Sea. Because of the geography these herring-shoals met in the narrow and shallow waters of the Øresund,
where they were (and are) easy to catch. So it is no wonder that the farmers of Zealand, Lolland, Falster and Scania settled on this fish to obtain a sufficient winter stock.

Because of the wet climate in Denmark it is not possible to dry fish properly. Therefore, also since time immemorial, the Danish imported salt from the southern Baltic to conserve their herring. At the outset, this salt came from the Slavonian town of Kolberg/Kolobrzeg in present-day Poland, and the coasts of Scania and Zealand were one of the most important meeting places of Slavic and Nordic culture.

At the very same time salted herring started a triumphal procession throughout Europe. After the year 800 more and more areas of Western and Eastern Europe were Christianized. This meant that more and more people were liable to the Catholic and Orthodox fasting rules. Christians were meant to fast at Easter and Advent, and also on Wednesdays, Fridays, Saturdays and other major holidays. These rules affected not only monks and clerics but also lay people, who were now urged to fast for 120 to 182 days per year. On all these days the people had to abstain from meat, and this opened a brand new market for substitutes – especially for salted herring, which is easy to portion and eat and can keep for up to three years.

Around the year 1000 a remarkable fish appeared in Switzerland, created by the Lord without bones, as Thomas de Cantempré, a monk in St. Gall, praised at the beginning of the thirteenth century, swimming in brine and with the crazy name of haring or halmarius. After two hundred years of Christianization there was a huge market for salted fish, from Scandinavia in the north to Italy in the south.

**THE RISE OF THE SOUND FISHERIES**

Around 1100 German merchants imported salted herring from two areas, on the one hand from England and on the other hand from the Slavonian island of Rügen off the south coast of the Baltic, in the present-day German state of Mecklenburg. This island was situated in a pagan land – but that did not matter. The Germans came with salt from the salt deposits of Lüneburg in Lower Saxony, one of the best salts in Western Europe, and received the required herring in exchange from the pagans.
On this route, Lüneburg–Rügen, the city of Lübeck was “founded” in 1158. The Lubeckian merchants based their power on a near monopoly of the salt supply from Lüneburg and so they got the best herring. Parallel to this, they developed new markets in central Europe and thus grew steadily in importance.

After forty years, around 1200, the Lubeckians detected the Sound area and its rich fishing resources. It was not only the fish that attracted the Lubeckians, but also the possibility to sell their other trade goods, such as cloth or spices, to the Danish farmers. For both sides this trade was a very good affair, or as a Lubeckian monk mocked at the beginning of the thirteenth century:

“On the honour of the Danes. The Danes who imitate the habits of the Germans, which they know well thanks to living so long in their neighbourhood, are now adapting the dress and weapons of other nations. Formerly, they used to dress like seamen because they lived close to the coast and have always been occupied with ships but now they clothe themselves not only in scarlet and parti-coloured and grey furs but also in purple and fine linen. The reason is that they all became very rich because of the fishing, which takes place every year around Scania. While the fishing is taking place, merchants come there from all the surrounding nations with gold, silver and other treasures to buy herring from the Danes, herring that they catch at no cost by the abundant grace of God, while the merchants, in order to make a good bargain, offer the best they have, and sometimes even their lives in shipwreck.”

But it was not only the possibility to sell their own and buy Danish goods that attracted the German merchants. Short after the Lubeckians came not only other merchants from the Baltic Sea area, but also from the North Sea and from England and Scotland. The attraction of the Sound was not only the fish, but also the possibility to trade directly with other merchants. In this way, the Scanian markets developed from around 1250 into one of the most important transfer points of the medieval European trade. Here the western and eastern market systems were connected and here people could not only buy herring, but also Russian wax and fur, spices imported via Lemberg/Lwów in present-day Belarus, Prussian amber, cloth from England and Flanders and other luxury goods from the west, among many other goods.
The Organization of the Fishery and the Markets

But the primary source of all activities was certainly the big herring fishery in the Øresund. The big herring shoals pass through the waters of the Sound from the end of August until November. At this time, thousands and thousands of fishermen assembled at the beaches around the Øresund, to get their part of the silver of the sea. In the heyday of the markets at the end of the fourteenth century more than 80,000 fishermen participated in that catch, and some more in the manufacturing of the brine and the barrels, an unfathomable number of people.

These fishermen came not only from the Danish islands and Scania but also from all over northern Europe, from Germany, Holland, Flanders and perhaps from England. They formed fishery communities of six to eight men, known as notlag, running one boat. The whole fishing-organization was totally free. Everyone with sufficient equipment was able to take part in these fisheries – as long as they paid the right taxes to the king.7

Because of a special ruling in the law of northern Europe, all beaches belonged to the king. This was the key for him, to siphon off the revenues of the fisheries, because everyone has to pass the beaches to come to the prey. In the heydays of the fairs, before the fifteenth century, the revenues from the Scanian fairs were the most important part of the royal budget. Poul Holm estimated that the value of all fish exports from Denmark in the Late Middle Ages was two or three times bigger than that of the export of bullocks and one and a half times greater than the export of all agrarian products together.8

The fishermen were allowed to use two kinds of net. During the daytime some of the fishermen used fixed nets, others used driftnets at night. The fishermen were free to choose the fishing technique, only fishing with trawl nets was strictly prohibited.

The fishermen settled directly on the seashore in little huts. They teemed up in regional groups, mostly defined by their home region in fiskelejer, fishermen’s camps. Life at these camps was very rough and the tone and atmosphere were very hard, depending on the success or failure of the catch. Mass brawls were often reported, and the king’s major challenge was, to prevent serious trouble or diplomatic resentment from arising out of this.

Behind the beaches the merchants had their own small towns, known as Vitten. These merchant’s marketplaces attained the status of
extraterritorial urban emporia in the course of the fourteenth century and formed a special case in the history of medieval European commerce. In the Vitten the merchants owned their own huts, marked with their sign on the top of the gable wall. These huts lined streets, such as the shops of the butchers and bakers, the cloth-merchant and grocers, the pubs and brothels. The Vitten had their own churches and branches of the home monasteries of the traders and were governed by an urban bailiff.

At these Vitten the merchants lived under their own rights and the law of their hometown. They were free to trade with each other and with their Danish colleagues and they tried to trade with the local farmers also, much to the displeasure of the local merchants. In the time from the Feast of the Assumption, 15 August, until St. Dionysius’s Day, 9 October, or St. Michael’s Day, 11 November, these places were the focal point of the whole trade in Northern Europe and one of the most important fairs in the Middle Ages.

The most important meeting place of fishermen and merchants was on the peninsula of Halør. Here the little cities of Skanør and Falsterbo emerged. There were other places of this kind a little further into the Øresund. Some of them, like Malmö, Copenhagen or Landskrona, developed from fishermen’s camps into important merchant cities, autonomous from the temporary fisheries.

PROCESSING THE FISH

Processing the herring at the Scanian fairs was a sophisticated system based on the division of labour. After the catch, the fish were sold on the beach. This was the only place the merchants were allowed to meet the fishermen, although they tried to avoid this constriction. After the sales transaction the fish were transported by special men from the beach to the Vitten into separate processing huts, known as styrtetom (turn-in rooms), where the fish were gutted by women called gællekoner, gutting women.

After gutting the fish were laid in barrels by female specialists, the læggekoner or laying women. These women place some 830–840 Scanian herrings in one standardized Rostock barrel and mixed them with Lüneburg salt and water. These women were responsible for the quality of the herring produced, so that only herring of a special quality
and size and the best salt was used; they and the product were checked again by Hanseatic herring controllers, known as wrackers. The wrackers branded the ready barrel with a special sign, the circle.

This circle gave information about the place of production and the quality of the herring, and together with the brand of the producing merchant the circle guaranteed the quality of the product and the responsibilities if a buyer exercised the right of recourse anywhere in Europe.

This brand and its securing system was the reason why, for example, Dutchmen were not allowed to sell other than Scanian herring. In 1395 a merchant in Maastricht, selling other than Scanian herring, had to announce this by a palm leaf, palmtak, at his door,\textsuperscript{11} and in 1394 the Scanian method of preparing herring was introduced to the Scarborough herring fishery, to secure the quality and to prevent other problems with the sale of this product.\textsuperscript{12}

THE SCANIAN FAIRS AS AN INTERNATIONAL MARKET

Because of its quality but also because of the convenient geographical situation of the Scanian fairs and because of the market freedoms there, the Scanian herring was found all over Europe, from Russia in the east to England and Ireland in the west, from Greenland in the north to Italy and Spain in the south.\textsuperscript{13} In the fourteenth century this product dominated the whole market. It can be shown that, from the thirteenth century onwards, the harvest workers in Sedgeford, England, the soldiers at Dirleton in Scotland around 1300,\textsuperscript{14} the workers at a vineyard in Heilbronn, Germany, or the inmates of hospitals around the continent from Lemberg/Lwów in the east to the British Isles in the west had the Scanian herring as a common diet.\textsuperscript{15} Herring was so common that the first day of Lent, Ash Wednesday, was known in England as King herring and in Württemberg as Heringstag.\textsuperscript{16}

The Scanian markets were not only economic hotspots; they were also zones of contact. In the herring-fishing season the whole population of the Danish islands and Scania dropped everything and headed for the beaches. At this time no bishop was able to inspect local churches, no one met in council and no teaching took place at schools.
At the Øresund the locals met not only their own folk but also people from many different places and cultures. The Scanian fairs therefore served as the political and cultural meeting point par excellence. For example, the first Lutheran doctrine came to Scandinavia via the Scanian fairs and many political negotiations took place here. The markets with their merchants were not a foreign body in the kingdom of Denmark, but an essential part of the economic and cultural flux in Europe.

THE CATCH AND THE BIOMASS

It is hard to estimate how many species of fish or how many tons were caught in the course of the Middle Ages. Poul Holm estimates the minimum medieval annual Danish herring export at 100,000 Rostock barrels,\(^7\) which means about 84,000,000 herring a year. But there are only two customs rolls linked directly to the Scanian fairs, so every figure is based on a very small data sample. In 1375 the merchants trading between Malmö and the south of the Baltic Sea exported 32,571½ Rostock barrels,\(^8\) their colleagues from the North Sea areas shipped about 18,720 Rostock barrels from this harbour alone.\(^9\) In 1494 the fishermen at Skanörr and Falsterbo caught about 60,000 Rostock barrels.\(^10\) In the archival sources we can find some more information about the quantities of imported Scanian herring. In the harbour of Lübeck, for example, merchants in 1398 declared a figure of 71,230½ Rostock barrels, rising in 1399 to 81,172½ Rostock barrels, and in the year 1400 the number was 69,975½ Rostock barrel, corresponding to 58,779,420 herring.\(^2\) In the period between September 1374 and May 1375, a total of 12,721 Rostock barrels were declared in the harbour of Sluice, in the same September–May period for 1376–1377 the number of Rostock barrels shipped from Scania to Flanders was 24,533, in 1377–1378 it was 29,787 and in 1378–1379 22,740.\(^22\)

Over many years the ecological conditions permitted a constant catch of these big quantities. In some years, the appearance of masses of herring, known as Stimen, is recorded, when there were so many fish that it seemed that the water was boiling and the fishermen were able to catch the fish with their bare hands. In other years, as in 1402, 1425, in the years after 1436 and in 1469 and 1475 only a few herring came to the Øresund,\(^23\) but it is not clear now how many this “few” was. But
normally the herring stock in the Øresund was of constant size and the fishermen were able to catch as many fish as the merchants needed to supply the European market.

In the atmosphere of market economy and in the absence of traditional guilds and other organizations, ecological awareness was not of top priority. Nevertheless, some rules secured the natural habitat of the herring, although the starting point for this was not necessarily ecological thinking.

On the one hand, there was a mythical awareness about the risk of overfishing in the form of the legend of the herring king. This herring, a special big and spotted one, was not, under any circumstances, to be caught. This meant that some particularly big individuals had to be allowed to survive the passage through the Sound, to reproduce the stock. People were aware of this, and as on 27 November 1587 a guilty fisherman in Norway caught one such fish, the Norwegian-Danish king felt obliged to ask Europe’s leading universities about this phenomenon. But it was too late. The king died the next year and the herring never came back to Norway.²⁴

The herring was not only protected by myths, but concrete provisions secured the herring population as well. Because of the merchants’ need for herring of a special size and quality, the width of the meshes was standardized; in 1386 this saved the young members of the stock. In the very earliest regulations for the Scanian markets there was a paragraph prohibiting the use of ground nets, wantegarn, which could destroy the spawning grounds. This regulation was not made for environmental reasons, but because it was believed that ground nets were unfair. In any case, this was a protective measure. The sovereign effectively controlled the regulation of mesh sizes and the kind of nets when the fishermen brought their catch to the beach. In this way, economic needs and ecological considerations fitted together.²⁵

THE END OF THE SCANIAN FAIRS

In the year of Our Lord 1402 the people said: “Because the queen Margret of Denmark let burn a man at the Scanian market, who called himself her son Olaf, the almighty God took away the herring from Scania”.²⁶ And some years later the same author noted: “In the year of Our Lord 1425 in the autumn there was no herring in Scania […]
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irrespective of where it was and why it happened, there was no herring at the Øresund [...] and the herring didn't come back, but the herring in the sea went for some part to Flanders and for another part to Heligoland in the North Sea. Why Our Lord took away his grace from Denmark is just His secret.”

Since the beginning of the fifteenth century more and more writings on the wall announce the approaching end of the Scanian markets. At the moment we have two patterns of explanation for this. The old one, in the tradition of the sixteenth-century historiographer Johannes Bugenhagen, explained the end of the markets in terms of biological fluctuations of the herring stocks. Even if the relocation of the herring from the Øresund to Pomerania, Heligoland, Flanders/Holland and England is a myth, the evidence that less herring was caught in the Øresund becomes more abundant. This has nothing to do with the growing fisheries in England/Holland, because we find another herring stock there, but with fluctuations in the regional herring stock. Until now, no fully valid explanation has been found for this phenomenon. Perhaps it has something to do with the salinity of the water, maybe with the water temperature or something else.

A newer theory connects the end of the Scanian markets with political and economic processes in Europe. After 1370 the Hanseatic towns of the south-western Baltic tried to exclude their rivals in business from the Scanian Markets. The fairs thereby lost their international character and the ousted colleagues of the Lubeckian merchants thought of the old (and hitherto unused) fishing grounds of the North Sea. Because of this the steady rising of the North Sea fishery has some parallels with the decline of the Scanian herring fishery.

Both theories have something to be said for them – perhaps we can find the solution in a combination of the two.

Be that as it may, the decline of the Scanian markets began in the fifteenth century and intensified during the sixteenth century. More and more international merchants now bypassed the Scanian markets and sailed directly through the Øresund into the Baltic, first the English and Flemish, later the Dutch and then others. Many of them came with their own herring to the Baltic markets, crowding the Scanians out of them.

In the sixteenth century only regional merchants came to the Scanian fairs, at the same time as the Danish kings were increasing pressure on foreigners in favour of their own subjects. The fisheries in the Øresund
were decentralized and many small fishery settlements emerged along the coasts, as the big international market disappeared.

When the Swedish king occupied Scania in 1658 his officer in charge reported to him that in the very same year only one lone small ship came from Lübeck to Scania, just to see whether there really was no herring and to secure the privileges of the town, but the mission failed. The trade with Scania had declined in importance and in 1674 the Lubeckians sent their factor to Scania for the last time. After 500 years, the fairs ceased.

FISHERIES BESIDES THE SCANIAN FAIRS

The Sound is certainly not only home to herring, but to many other species as well. And certainly the people in the Øresund had not only caught *Clupea harengus* but many different kinds of fish. Most of this fishing proceeded in connection with the urban fisheries of, for example, Copenhagen, Elsinore or Malmö. These urban fishermen were full-time professionals, supplying the urban market with daily foodstuffs. At the time of the Scanian markets these fishermen were competing with the many thousands of rivals coming to the Sound. To secure their rights, they received many special privileges, excluding others from their own markets.

Another development proceeded after the dispersion of the centralized Scanian Markets. The new small fishermen's villages around the coast no longer specialized in herring, but in many fish, for example, cod and flatfish. These settlements supplied many regional markets and their fishermen travelled around from Bohuslän in the north to the German coast in the south. Some of these fishermen continued farming, others became full-time fishermen. But most of these fisher communities stayed poor; although some of them have survived until today, such as Gilleleje in northern Zealand or Barsebäck in Scania, most of them disappeared in the course of history, washed away in surges or by the ravages of time.
CONCLUSION

In all times the Øresund was the linking element in this region. Not only seamen and fishermen regarded the Øresund as a bridge but also “normal” people, the farmers, pupils and others on both sides of the Øresund. The Øresund was one of the main resources for winter stock and at the same time a resource of international significance.

The Scanian fairs placed Denmark not only on the international economic map but also made the Sound into one of the most important economic and cultural exchange points of the Middle Ages. The importance of this region was far-reaching. In 1368 not only the city of Cologne decided to defend its interests at the Scanian markets, but also the parliament in London discussed the situation there, as did the Master of the Teutonic Order in Prussia.

The almost boundless amount of herring together with the special geography of the area was the foundation for the success. But the trials of time and the fluctuations of the herring stock put an end to the success.

The Scanian fairs and the Scanian herring fishery were a 500-year success story of Northern Europe.
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FISHING IN THE ÖRESUND AND THE JANUS FACE OF INDUSTRIALISM

Johan A. Lundin

In my historical research on the emergence of professional fishermen by the Öresund, I have studied a large corpus of material from the Swedish Agricultural Board’s archives. This consists of correspondence between the local fishermen, so-called fishing overseers and a state-appointed inspector of fisheries. The fishing overseers sent regular reports with statistical data from the 1870s onwards, containing records of boats, gear, catches, weather conditions, etc. Often they attached more freely written letters in which they reported on special conditions. In this article I give some examples from these sources that could be of interest for environmental historians. It is not my ambition to present new questions or research findings, rather to show the potential of the sources and inspire new research.

I take as my starting point the two largest fishing villages of southern Sweden around the turn of the century in 1900: Råå and Limhamn. As we shall see, these had different historical and structural conditions, so a comparison is interesting. After that I make a short presentation of the interaction of the state with the fisheries. Finally, the article ends with some examples from the records of relevance for further research in environmental history.
THE STATE AND THE FISHERIES

Back in the 1700s the Swedish state became interested in fisheries. There were paid premiums and subsidies to support technological innovation. During the 1800s the state began to collect statistics. This would be a base for the money paid in the form of aid and loans. Agricultural societies in the counties allocated monetary resources to the fishing villages. In 1864 a special fishery curator was appointed by the Royal Swedish Academy of Agriculture and Forestry in order to ensure that fishery statistics were established. He was replaced in 1890 by an inspector of fisheries at the newly formed Agricultural Board. At the local level fishing overseers, often fishermen themselves, collected the raw data.  

The fishing overseers collected data on fishing village’s population, on different gear and their values, on different boats and their value, and the size of the catch and its value. In the first years reporting was done annually, but in 1894 monthly reports started. It was not unusual that letters were attached to the reports in which various problems of the fishermen were described.

RÅÅ – FISHING VILLAGE AND SEAPORT

In south-western Helsingborg, about five kilometres from the centre of the city, is the district of Råå. Råå used to be an independent municipality in the countryside, but was incorporated into the city in 1918.

Råå is an old fishing village dating from at least the 1500s. Here at the estuary of the Råå river was a natural port. A record from 1583 lists twenty-three fishing cabins at Råå. The land by the coast belonged to the Danish crown and permanent residence was not allowed. The fishing village therefore was a temporary settlement which was used by the farmers in the area during fishing seasons. When the province of Scania became Swedish in the middle of the seventeenth century, this changed and permanent residence was established at Råå.

Those who erected houses on crown land had to pay fees to the state. After a while houses were also built upon land that belonged to the larger private landowners. The lease was often paid in herring delivered during the autumn months. It was a rather common practice in
this period that the larger landowners bought herring to the household by renting out beach land they barely used. In this way agriculture and fishery economies were linked together.

For the first sailors in Råå the estuary was a natural port. The entrance, however, was so shallow at certain times of the year that many fishermen moored their boats outside. The boats were therefore quite vulnerable to storms. In the mid-nineteenth century an expansion of the port started which would last in periods for sixty years. Shipping became more and more important for the local economy.

Industries such as shipyards grew up around the shipping. A large copper works that used the port for shipment was also built. The harbour was the local hub around which everything else in the community revolved. When the harbour was modernized, everything else changed, and vice versa. At the same time the harbour created a continuity of local community transition from a rural fishing village to a modern urban town.

During the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, only selected cities with special privileges had the right of shipping. People in rural communities were allowed to use their boats to transport goods between their own household and a nearby city, but nothing beyond that. Despite bans, people by the coast shipped and traded, but this was largely inaccessible to the authorities. Råå was notorious throughout the country as a centre for smuggling. This illegal activity was organized by merchants in Helsingborg who made agreements with their colleagues on the Danish side of the sound. Fishermen were hired to manage the risky journey. The restrictions decreased. Memorable years are 1775, when all the grain trade became free, and 1846 and 1864, when laws were passed on freedom of economic activity. After that the smuggling traffic slowed down significantly.

The period 1830–1895 was the golden era of sailing shipping in Sweden. The great transformation of society with the commercialization of agriculture, population growth and industrialization called for increased communication opportunities. At the end of this period Helsingborg, which had previously had relatively insignificant shipping, grew to become Sweden’s third city in terms of the number of vessels. In the nearby Råå shipping also grew.

In the 1830s there were only two ships used for commercial traffic. The restrictions were circumvented by those who brought the rural craft as so-called contingent citizens in nearby towns. This meant that they paid a certain fee to the city for the right to conduct their business.
It could also be that a citizen from the city was co-owner of a vessel from the countryside. In this way the smuggling and the shipping linked the fishing village’s economy with trading houses in the city of Helsingborg.

The trade fleet of Råå grew as more and more vessels came into use. In 1903/1904 it consisted of 27 schooners, 6 barques and 2 ketches. The first steamboat had been sighted in the Sound in the late 1830s. However, it was not until 1870 that steamboat shipping companies were formed on a large scale.7

LIMHAMN: INDUSTRIAL COMMUNITY AND FISHING VILLAGE

In the south-west corner of Malmö is the district of Limhamn. Geographically it is at least partially a distinct part of the city. The area is around the cut of Öresund in the west and north and by the Öresund Link in the south. But there is also a historical reason why Limhamn of today is a city within the city: when it was incorporated into Malmö in 1915 Limhamn was a large town with 10,000 inhabitants.

The emergence of the town was closely linked to the Skånska Cement Company which established a large-scale cement industry in the 1870s. But lime mining had a longer tradition. The name Limhaffen (Limhamn), which means “lime harbour”, is mentioned in several Danish documents from the sixteenth century, suggesting that there was already lime production in the area then. Until the industrial breakthrough this activity, however, was insignificant in relation to agriculture. Farmers in the area fished a little for subsistence.

After the enclosures in the early nineteenth century smallholders settled by the coast and became increasingly dependent on fishing for subsistence. However, it was only after the large industry was established during the late nineteenth century that a more or less professional corps of fishermen was established.

There was interdependence between the company and the fishermen. On the one hand, the fishermen were dependent on finding additional revenue in the industry, since herring catches could vary from year to year. On the other hand, the company had a labour pool available at temporary peaks in production. Interdependence is also visible
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in the emergence of the port. The company needed a port and received large contributions from the state and agricultural societies by claiming that the facility benefited the fishing industry, which it certainly did. But it was not an equal relationship; through its economic capital and dominance in local politics the company held the power.8

SOME STATISTICAL EXAMPLES

The statistics on fisheries collected by the local fishing overseers may be of interest to environmental historians. This material has details that make it possible to study the extent of fishery over time. The statistical data shows that the fishery was highly seasonal during the late nineteenth century. Chart 1 shows that the peak came during the period July to October. There was thus a rather long period during the year when sea life was left more or less undisturbed.

Looking at how much and what kind of fish was caught, we see that herring held a dominant position (Chart II). This meant that the years 1886 and 1895, when there was little herring, were disasters. In a letter from the fishing overseer Widerberg in Limhamn to the fisheries in-
spector from 1895 he reports that ten boats suspended herring fisheries as early as 1 October and started to put hooks on fishing lines again because “they could not feed on the herring fishery”.

After the herring, eel, cod and different kinds of flounder were important catches for fishermen in Limhamn. In some years they also had good income from shrimps. Fishing for mackerel, garfish, crab and lobster also occurred but was not a major part of the gross income. The fishermen in Råå, who mainly caught herring and cod, also fished for plaice, turbot, sole, mackerel and eel.

Sometimes the fishermen had unexpected catches. The fishing overseer in Råå reported that on 23 November 1911 John Knutsson caught a blue shark, which measured 8 feet (2.5 metres). On the night between 27 and 28 September 1910 Severin Hansson and Oscar Nils-son from Limhamn caught a 100 kg swordfish. The fishing overseer Widerberg found that “the meat must be very good, it paid half a krona per kg”.10

Fishing was dependent on the weather, for better or worse. In the monthly reports from Råå in 1911 there are several examples. In February three boats were stuck in ice in the Kattegat for several days before being helped to Denmark by a German ship. The northerly winds and currents in September prevented the herring shoal from reaching Råå. In November the fishery suffered as a result of southerly hurricanes. “Surprising that the storm did not sweep everything away. The sea was so high that you could not see the poles for a long time,” wrote the fishing overseer Björk in his report.11

---

**Chart II: Catch Value of Herring, Eel, Cod and Flounder 1884-1900**

![Graph showing catch value of herring, eel, cod, and flounder from 1884 to 1900.](image)

**Source:** Lantbruksstyrelsens arkiv, Fiskeribyrå med föregångare, fiskeristatistik och olika slag av fisken, H1B: 8–25. Riksarkivet Stockholm.
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The evolution of equipment and boats made the fishermen less dependent on weather and local conditions. The first fishermen used open flat-bottomed boats with two pairs of oars and a sail that could be raised when the wind allowed. Fishing was conducted near the coast and the boat was then placed on the meadows closest to their house. The use of decked boats was a major innovation that facilitated fishing on open seas with drift nets giving greater catches. Chart III shows that decked boats became more common between 1880 and 1892 in Limhamn.

There are no systematic statistics on the use of the Kvass, i.e. a fishing boat equipped with a sump. In a letter dated 10 August 1875 the fishery overseer Svärd in Råå informed of a visit to Sneckersten on Danish side of the Öresund. There he saw a model of a boat “which is built as a Kvass to have live fish in it”.

In the succeeding years Kvasses came into use in Råå. With a Kvass the fishermen did not have to deliver the fish immediately. They could be at sea for longer periods and also make longer trips. In January 1890, the fishing overseer Björk reported that Kvasses sailed to Løsø, Bornholm and Gotland. When the currents were right, fishing at Anholt was particularly successful.
The next major innovation was motorization. With an engine in the boat the fishermen were no longer dependent on the wind and currents. They could get around faster, and exploit fishing grounds further away. In the report for the month of May 1911, the fisheries overseer Widerberg noted that “during the month there has been very nice weather. Fishing has been carried out with perseverance and great energy, but it is the motor boats that are fishing the most.”

The manager of Skånska Cement, R.F. Berg, encouraged the motorization of fishing boats. He arranged for a major manufacturer of engines to exhibit in a marquee at the fishing port in Limhamn in 1904. In the statistical material the engine makes its entry in 1905, and in 1912 there were 42 deck boats equipped with engines.
THE STRUGGLE AGAINST OVERFISHING AND POLLUTION

But it was not just the weather that caused inconvenience. The systematic collection of statistics meant that the fishermen became more aware of fluctuation of fish over time. In his summary for the year 1902 Björk writes: “Fisheries variable, I cannot go into what the cause may be. I think the steamboat operation here in Öresund is responsible for much of the decline in fishery, and the seine nets take fry and small fish.”

Criticism of the seine nets recurs year after year. The fishing overseer went to Denmark to agitate against this form of catch, with little success because it gave good yield. Finally, a Swedish-Danish agreement was reached and seine nets were banned in the Öresund. The fishing overseer sent a letter on behalf of the fishermen in Råå expressing their “heartfelt thanks” to the fisheries inspector in Stockholm.

Fishermen in Limhamn had similar problems. In a letter dated 23 April 1892 the fishing overseer appealed to the fisheries inspector for legislation against a kind of fyke net which took the small eels and threatened growth. This letter appears to have been heeded, for in February 1897 the overseer thanked the inspector for introducing a ban. Small eels, the overseer says, are too expensive to be thrown to the pigs.

Another problem was that the sand worm, which was an important cod bait, was about to disappear along the coast of Råå. Instead, the fishermen had to buy sand worms from Skagen in Denmark, which was quite expensive. The fishermen connected the disappearance of the sand worm to the effluence of dirty water from the copper works. In this case too the fishermen appear to have succeeded. In the annual report from 1907 it seems that the industry moved its tubes to a location further out in the stream.

Very little has been written about the Öresund from the perspective of environmental history. This has nothing to do with the availability of sources. In the vast archival material that I have only superficially presented here, there are boundless opportunities. There are continuous statistical series allowing studies over time, but also an opportunity to study how the local fishermen managed the environmental problems they faced. Industrialism was a prerequisite for modern fishery, but it also had a darker side, such as overfishing and pollution. This is an interesting research field for those who are willing.
NOTES


10 Månadsrapport öfver fisket vid sjätte distriktet i Malmöhuslän September 1910, Kungl. Lantbrukstyrelsen – Fiskeribyrån. Fiskestatistik, olika slag av fisken, Vol. HIB:8–12, RA.


THE FUTURE IS A SWEET DREAM

Sugar production in Scania c. 1800-1930

Fredrik Björk

…the commodities that feed, clothe, and shelter us are among our most basic connections to the natural world. If we wish to understand the ecological consequences of our own lives – if we wish to take political and moral responsibility for these consequences – we must reconstruct the linkages between the commodities of our economy and the resources of our ecosystem.¹

William Cronon

This text deals with the beet-sugar production breakthrough in Sweden and Denmark from c.1850 to the 1930s, arguably one of the most important factors behind the increasing industrialization of the human food supply in this part of the world. In Sweden, sugar was one of the first industrially produced foods, and it changed rather quickly from luxury to staple food. The sugar industry was considered as one of the worst industrial pollutants of its time, and was organized in a few, large companies. It also pioneered in using genetics and other sciences to increase production. All these aspects are relevant in the contemporary debate on food production, and looking at the development of Swedish sugar might be a useful way of understanding the processes that helped to shape the patterns of consumption and production that we have today.

In the nineteenth century, the consumption of sugar increased rapidly in many countries, in large part due to increased consumption of tea, coffee and cocoa.

The British consumption was by far the highest per capita in Europe, but towards the end of the century, consumption in several other
countries almost reached the British level. In Sweden, the annual per capita consumption of sugar increased from about 1.5 kilograms in the 1820s, to more than 20 kilograms by the turn of the century. As a consequence sugar became one of the most important sources of energy in popular food. A few decades into the twentieth century it made up about one fifth of the total energy content. Some claimed that this was a natural process in all civilized countries, one aspect of how the increased wealth in societies led to greater expectations from life.

THE EARLY YEARS

In 1812 the first successful attempt to make sugar from sugar beets was carried out in Sweden. The enterprise did not solely rely on the production of beet-sugar for its financial survival, but aimed for large-scale production of rum from molasses and waste products of the sugar production. When privately owned distilleries were prohibited, the business failed. Other attempts included potatoes and carrots as raw material for sugar production. Government agencies were indifferent to the demands for financial support in general, and the projects failed to materialize.

In the 1850s, The Royal Swedish Academy for Agriculture and Forestry (KSLA) initiated a campaign to promote sugar beet cultivation. The production of beet-sugar was viewed as a means to improve the financial situation for farmers. This was to be done by encouraging a small-scale agrarian based sugar industry, owned by local farmers. KSLA’s experimental growing of sugar beets, in order to improve size and sugar content, supported the propaganda. For the beet-sugar industry, the small size of sugar beets and their low sugar content had been a constant difficulty. But the results were not conclusive and the campaign did not lead to the establishment of a sugar-beet industry that could survive on its own. All of the beet-sugar enterprises that were initiated during this period failed except one: Skånska Sockerfabriken, located in the fast-growing industrial city of Landskrona.

The company was formed in 1853, with most of the capital supplied by leading merchants and industrialists. It was evident that the necessary competence for beet-sugar production could not be found in Sweden, and German experts were hired. This was a common pheno-
mena of the Swedish beet-sugar industry in the latter part of the 19th century. Skånska Sockerfabriken planned to grow most of their sugar beets on farms operated by the company itself, a strategy that gave the company increased control over beet-growing conditions. To secure the volume and quality of beets grown by farmers outside of company control, beet-growing contracts were issued, in which the conditions for cultivation were stipulated. The company grew about sixty percent of the sugar beets needed for production at their own estate, Säbyholm, which was run as a model farm. At Säbyholm, chemical fertilizers were used extensively already in the 1850s, and experiments to optimize growing conditions were conducted. The results were then used to elaborate the contracts with sugar-beet farmers.7

For almost two decades, this was the only beet-sugar factory in Sweden. Production faced numerous problems, but the strong financial position of the company and close relations to important industrial and financial actors ensured the survival of the company.8

BREAKTHROUGH

In the early 1880s, the struggle between advocates of free trade and those who favoured protectionism entered a new phase. Agricultural exports to Britain deteriorated, and the Swedish parliament decided to adapt a more protectionist sugar policy. With the more protectionist sugar policy that manifested itself with the tariffs imposed on imported sugar from the 1880s, the incentive for beet-sugar production increased and new beet sugar enterprises grew out of nowhere. Between 1838 and 1881, thirteen sugar factories (sugar mills and refineries) were established. In the period up to the turn of the century another twenty-one were built, and in the year 1894 alone seven factories saw daylight for the first time. In fifteen years, almost all the sugar that was consumed in Sweden was beet-sugar. In 1870, only about ten percent of the sugar used in Swedish refineries had grown in Sweden, in 1895 more than ninety percent came from Swedish sources. The beet-sugar production increased from less than 1 000 tons in 1879, to 20 000 tons 1890. In 1896, production exceeded 100 000 tons.9

It is evident that we can see several changes in this period. In the early years of the nineteenth century the entrepreneurs worked on a
smaller scale and this was also the strategy that was promoted by KSLA in the mid-century. But when Skånska Sockerfabriks AB managed to sustain operations over a longer period of time, they had the support of important agricultural, industrial and merchant capital. One of the founders of this company, Frans Henrik Kockum, was a leading industrialist in southern Sweden. His company, Kockums, was one of the largest mechanical industries in southern Sweden, providing the rapidly growing railway network with railway carriages, among other things. Kockums soon also became a prominent producer of machinery for the Swedish sugar industry, with 1896 sales reaching nearly one million kronor. This integration of capital based in different contexts made the company strong financially, but in time also made the company a powerful political actor.10

There were also differences in scale. Some of the sugar refineries that operated up to the 1850s had a more artisan structure and it was not uncommon to use animals as power sources. In 1912, most sugar refineries in Sweden had more than 300 workers employed on an annual average basis, while the sugar mills averaging about 100 workers annually could have their work force expanded to more than 400 at harvest time. Animals were now replaced by steam as the main power source.11

ENERGY AND FERTILIZER

For the early beet sugar industry, the low sugar content of the beets was a major problem. For this, the industry mostly blamed the farmers. To achieve a sugar beet that met the requirements of the modern food industry of the 1880s, it was not enough to use traditional methods. The land needed more thorough cultivation and weeding to prevent the slender plants from withering away. More work had to be invested in agriculture if the growing of sugar beets was to be successful, a fact that named the sugar-beet “The farmers disciplinarian”. But most of all, the sugar-beets needed fertilizer. From 1880 to 1895, the import of chemical fertilizers quadrupled, and nowhere was the use more widespread than in Malmöhus (the south-western part of Scania), where about three quarters of the Swedish sugar beets were grown. Here the use of chemical fertilizers was almost double the Swedish average at
the beginning of the twentieth century. Manure was of course still used commonly to grow sugar beets, but the contracts with sugar beet farmers expressively forbid the use of pudrett, at the time the most common form of fertilizer of human origin.

The production of beet-sugar also placed high demands on the transport system, thanks to the large amount of raw materials that was used in the industrial process, not only sugar beets, but also significant amounts of lime and coal. For every pound of sugar that was produced in 1875, up to four pounds of coal were used in the factories. Although the development of the production process and the substitution of coal with electricity for some uses led to a significant reduction in the demand for coal, the 1930 beet-sugar production of 188 000 tons demanded almost 100 000 tons of coal. The expansion of the railway system thus became of great importance for the beet-sugar industry, and new factories where either localized in the proximity of existing railways, or else a new railway was built. More often than not, they were also operated by the beet-sugar industry. By the turn of the century, Scania probably had the densest railway network in northern Europe, largely thanks to the booming beet-sugar industry.

‘A CHAPTER IN THE HISTORY OF ROBBERY’

In 1913 Gustaf Möller published a pamphlet that criticized the sugar industry and their contemporary political allies. The subtitle, ”A chapter in the history of robbery”, indicates how the sugar industry is portrayed in this text. At the time, Möller was a leading young social democrat, mostly active in the publishing activities of the party. In the early years he wrote in the influential newspapers Arbetet and Skånska Socialdemokraten, and went on to become manager of the party’s publishing house, Tiden, in 1912. Later he was appointed minister for Health and Social Affairs four times between 1924 and 1951 and has been described as one of the foremost social democratic leaders and ideologists in Sweden.

Harsh language between social democrats and the representatives of monopoly capitalism was certainly not very spectacular in the early 20th century. But behind the rhetoric was a critique that had a much wider support.
Fear of falling prices as a result of the rapidly increasing production in the 1890s led to the forming of a cartel that contained almost the entire Swedish sugar industry. In 1907 this cartel was transformed into SSA (Svenska sockerfabriks aktiebolaget) and accounted for ninety-seven per cent of the Swedish sugar production.\(^{18}\)

The critique that was directed at the sugar industry focused on the huge profits of SSA. In the early decades of the twentieth century there was a significant interest in "the social question" and in 1912 Socialstyrelsen (The national board for welfare) was created. The cost of living was one of the major issues, and to investigate these was one of the first tasks for the new organisation. But it was not the cost of living in general that was in focus – it was the cost of living for the working class and their families. Earlier on, studies of this kind had been made locally – in Stockholm, and in other countries such as Austria and Denmark. Socialstyrelsen referred to these earlier studies, and also used the Austrian matrix in the Swedish investigation.\(^{19}\)

For Gustav Möller and the social democratic party, there was no reason to wait for the results of the investigation. The cost of living for Swedish workers was too high, and they had the only remedy: The reduction or total removal of tariffs on imported food is the only way that the cost of living can be forced down, Möller argued. The SSA was a primary target of the Social Democratic critique. Between 1907 and 1912 profits averaged close to 30 per cent on the capital stock, and the high tariffs ensured SSA an almost total monopoly.\(^{20}\)

But the sugar industry was not only in conflict at the consumer end – it also had trouble with its raw material suppliers. From 1899 the sugar beet farmers started to organise themselves locally, and in 1904 the organisations in Scania, which is the major beet-growing district in Sweden, merged into a more centralised, effective organisation. From now on the beet farmers organisation demanded that negotiations should be made with the organisation, and not with the individual farmer. When the political conflict on sugar tariffs 1912-1913 escalated\(^{21}\), the beet farmers refused to sign an agreement. In the end, pressure from the Social Democratic opposition to lower tariffs and from beet farmers as well as the sugar industry to keep them up, led to a compromise with only a small – symbolic – reduction in sugar tariffs. But the compromise included three conditions: 1) The sugar industry and the beet farmers should make a five year agreement, 2) The sugar industry was to guarantee that beet cultivation could continue in the districts that supplied the factories, 3) The sugar industry was not allowed to
compensate the lower tariff with higher consumer prices; most of the financial consequences was to fall on the sugar industry, but beet farmers was also to take some of the cost.22

In Sweden, the intercourse between politics and sugar had variations in structure and intensity from the 1830s and on. But from the beginning of the twentieth century relations became closer. One sign of the importance that the industry allocated to politics is that when SSA was formed in 1907, company headquarters was placed in Stockholm, hundreds of kilometers from Scania, where the company had its major operations.23 After the 1913 compromise, the Swedish government from now on would be an ever-present actor in what we could call the sugar system – from cultivation to production and consumption. Kartell- och trusturedningen,24 the investigation where the original proposition for tariff cuts emanated from, had some ambition to look at cultivation as well as production. Consumption was not in focus here, but it had a silent presence. From now on there would be numerous public investigations (Statens offentliga utredningar, SOU) about sugar – regarding all three of these aspects.25

When formed, SSA was Sweden’s largest company, both in the numbers employed and in production value. Sugar beet growing employed c.100 000 labourers, and seasonal labour migration to the sugar-beet districts was common. This was needed to keep up with the rising demand for sugar, which by the 1930s reached about 50 kilograms per capita.26

SUGAR AND SCIENCE

One way to control nature, of course, was to buy it. But to control the natural processes that influenced the size and sugar content of the sugar beet, was something completely different. In early years of the twentieth century, SSA set up an experimental station at Säbyholm sugar factory, in order to produce a sugar-beet variety that met the industrial requirements. From the very beginning, the work was done according to modern scientific principles, and genetic research became an important part of the company’s effort to raise yields. The sugar-beet variety that this research resulted in was smaller in size, but had considerable higher sugar content.27
But science also played a role in defining the changing social and cultural meaning of sugar. The narrative of the transformation of sugar from luxury to staple food was a cornerstone of the sugar industry’s propaganda. In this narrative, science and technology played vital roles in what was described as “the refinement of nature,” and the fact that sugar was an industrial product was emphasized in the advertisements.

The very idea to use beets as raw material for sugar production had from the beginning strong links to the scientific community. In 1812 Carl Agardh wrote the first dissertation in Swedish where the production of sugar from beets was discussed. In this text, Agardh not only had the industrial procedures in focus, but also had something to say about beet cultivation.

Further on in the nineteenth century, scientists linked to the Royal Academy for Agriculture were engaged in promoting the cultivation of sugar beets, as well as conducting experiments to find the optimum conditions for beet cultivation. The arguments for beet cultivation were also to some extent linked to agricultural chemistry. Alexander Müller, one of the first agricultural chemists in Sweden, argued that the substances that were extracted from the beets in the industrial process were the kind of nutrients that the beets collected from the atmosphere: carbon, hydrogen and oxygen. Nitrogen and minerals were also needed in the fertilizer that was required, for sure, but these were later retrieved from the industrial waste, since these elements were not found in the refined product. In this way, Müller argued, both the farmers and the industrialists could make a profit from the land without reducing its productive capacity.

As mentioned earlier, the low sugar content of the beets was considered to be a major problem by the sugar industry. Apart from blaming the farmers, some blame was also put on the seeds. Almost all seeds were purchased from Germany, and, argued the sugar industry, adapted to European continental climate. Already in the very first years of the 20th century, some experiments were conducted at Säbyholm sugar factory, just outside of Landskrona. Soon, however, it was transferred to nearby Hilleshög, where it became more firmly institutionalized, especially after 1912. As manager, the Dutch chemist Claes Tjebbes was hired. With some intermissions, he led the institution up to his death in 1935. From the very beginning, the work was conducted according to scientific methods and the strains that WWI put on the sugar industry highlighted the need for domestic production of seeds.
From the early 1920s, the seeds that were produced at Hilleshög covered the national demand and the work focused on producing a variety that to a greater extent was adapted to Swedish climate, and with a higher percentage of sugar. In 1928 the new beet variety, "Hilleshög", was ready for large scale cultivation. Not far from Hilleshög, seeds were also produced by a competing institution in Svalöv. The director here, the well-known genetic scientist Herman Nilsson-Ehle, argued that only domestic seeds should be used in Swedish beet cultivation. It has been argued that this argumentation also served to gain the breakthrough of the "Hilleshög" variety. Though this variety had been made for the Swedish climate, it actually had some success abroad and SSA created a foreign branch to supply these markets with seeds.\(^{33}\)

Genetics was a new science to be used by the sugar industry, but it was not the only one. Agricultural science had a considerable importance for the beet sugar breakthrough in the 19th century, and achieved new importance in the early 1920s. The reason for this action was an ambition to be able to predict the beet harvest more accurately. In the annual reports of SSA in the late 1910s and early 1920s the frustration that harvests are so difficult to predict is clearly evident. Also, in the years from 1915 to 1920 the beet harvest in tons per hectare was falling continuously. Something had to be done, and this led to that the biologist and botanist Olof Arrhenius was hired in 1923 to organise soil surveys of the soils cultivated by the farmers.\(^{34}\)

The composition of the soil had for many years been known to influence the size and sugar content of the sugar-beet, and considerable research had been done in this field. Arrhenius was of the opinion that the nitrogen, calcium and phosphate content of the soil were crucial in determining the size and sugar content of the sugar beets. But experiments also showed that this was only true to a certain level, so the addition of chemical fertilizers with high phosphate content was only effective to a certain degree. Since the use of chemical fertilizers were considerable in sugar-beet farming, and represented a significant part of the production costs, this was an issue that needed to be addressed.\(^{35}\)

At first, a preliminary survey dealt only with the pH of the soil, but in time it was found necessary to investigate other factors. As a result of this, a special survey of all beet soils in Scania was decided upon, dealing with soil-reaction, the content of soluble phosphoric acid, the nitrate production and finally the chlorine content. The survey covered a vast area – almost half a million hectares – and the samples were taken to a new laboratory in Staffanstorp. The results of the phosphate survey
were finally published in a "phosphate-map" over Scania.\textsuperscript{36} For the scientists, the background of the considerable variation of phosphate content and the link to human activity was evident

Man has been able to change the phosphate content of the soil very considerably. During the stone age, fishing and hunting was his chief means of living. All waste, bones especially, remained around and in the huts, and in this way the soil became very rich in phosphates… Later on, when man turned farmer, this concentration of nutrients was carried out on a much greater scale and more intensively.\textsuperscript{37}

The results of the survey were distributed to the farmers with instructions where and how to apply the phosphate fertilizer and could also be used to examine areas where the harvests were either especially high or especially low.\textsuperscript{38}

This marked the beginning of a strategy that was based on the distribution of scientific results from SSA to the farmers. A serial publication, called \textit{Odlarmeddelanden} was used as a vehicle for this transfer of scientific knowledge. It was distributed to all farmers who were cultivating beets on contract with SSA.

From the early 1920s, beet inspectors were hired to collect statistical data on the beet cultivation, such as the amount of fertilizers that were applied, drainage etc. To facilitate the compilation of these data, a special department was created, \textit{Sockerbolagets statistiska byrå}, that worked closely together with the central laboratory at Staffanstorp.\textsuperscript{39}

\textbf{THE POLITICS OF SUGAR 1914-1932}

As mentioned earlier, sugar became an important political issue from the 1913 agreement on. A tentative periodization of the period from 1914-1940 could look something like this: 1914-1922 State regulation (War economy), 1922-1932 Stagnation and conflict.

Obviously, Swedish sugar politics is a vast subject. For this reason, I will in this text make a few comments on the sugar politics that were more or less directly related to beet cultivation.

When WWI hit Europe, the sugar industry initially seemed to be in a favourable situation. By using mostly domestic raw materials, the perils of war were not threatening for the sugar industry. There was
one exception, however. Coal was used in great quantities by the sugar industry, and domestic resources were scarce. In order to maintain the level of production, SSA made the Swedish government make arrangements in London, to secure the level of Swedish sugar production. But there were more to come. In the years before the war beet harvests were larger than predicted, and SSA actually applied for permission to export sugar to Norway in 1915, calculating with a large surplus. But the 1915 harvest failed, and the warehouses were quickly emptied. The hardships with coal availability as well as rising prices for farm labour led to rapid reduction of sugar production in 1917. Already in November 1916, the government had initiated sugar rationing, and the falling production in 1917 made the government intervene, creating a stable state-guaranteed agreement where the price of beets as well as the price of retail sugar was fixed. This regulation continued until 1922, and led to an increase in the area used for sugar cultivation.40

The period from 1922 to the next sugar regulation, in 1932, was filled with conflicts and uncertainty. SSA's uncompromising policies of reducing their raw material cost led to continuous conflicts. Both in 1922 and in 1926 the beet farmers and SSA were unable to make agreements, and in the conflict 1926 almost no beets were cultivated in Sweden.41

This continued until the 1932 sugar regulation, where among other things the price of sugar beets, minimum wages for farm labour and the price of retail sugar was to be fixed in yearly negotiations between the government and the sugar industry. Even though the Social Democrats in opposition opposed it, this regulation can be seen as a precursor to the 1933 "horse-trade" (actually in Swedish Kohandel – Cow-trade) agreement where the agricultural crisis as well as the high unemployment were addressed. The Kohandel was a major political deal between the Social Democrats and the Agrarian Party. The leading negotiator for the Agrarian Party, Bramstorp, was also chairman of the Scania sugar-beet farmers organisation and had been instrumental in creating the 1932 sugar regulation.42
1934 a booklet called Sugar – our most inexpensive food was distributed in secondary schools. Written by Iwan Bolin, who was a chemist and had written books on nutrition, the booklet was published by SSA and reprinted several times in large editions. "Sugar makes it possible for us to absorb the sun’s life-giving powers in a convenient way," Bolin argued. The booklet also carried such headlines as "How to economize by increasing your consumption of sugar" and "Sugar dose not harm your teeth." But there would be trouble in paradise.

SSA marketing manager Ståhlbrandt had to inform the board that attacks were aimed at sugar by the Swedish health and sports association, and above all, by its foremost speaker, Are Waerland. "Their attitude is altogether negative and concludes in a categorical appeal to cut down the consumption of sugar." Ståhlbrandt considered Waerland and his movement to be a real threat to the sugar industry, since "They are many thousands...large numbers of young people have rallied to the support of the movement."

In 1938 Are Waerland published Death to the white sugar, life to the white peoples, a booklet that argued for a drastic cut in the consumption of sugar, arguing that the sugar produced by the modern food industry was a "witches brew made by chemists" and a driving force in "the funeral march of civilization." Arguing that industrialization and commercialization had now completely taken control over food production, he predicted the ruin of what he called our Nordic peoples. Refined sugar also, Waerland argued, leads to depression, desire for unnatural stimulants and unsound pleasures. Several editions of this text were printed, and a translation into Norwegian was done. Waerland anticipated a "giant struggle...[between]... truth and capital ...[that will]... shake all civilized societies in their foundation."

One of the principal targets for Waerland’s critique were the scientists that worked for the food industry. According to Waerland, they lacked the ability to think other than in scientific terms and had become financially dependent of the industry – a critique that was pointed straight at Bolin. But Waerland was not entirely out of sympathy for scientists; all his arguments were actually based on statements by scientists, mostly medical doctors – a fact he also emphasized.

Bolin’s brochure was used as the pedagogic framework for the 1938 production of Sockerskrinet (The sugar case), one of the most impressive propaganda achievements of the Swedish sugar industry.
This full-length movie mixed documentary scenes from the beet sugar production process with fiction; A romantic story of a newly married couple, who decides to study the Swedish beet sugar production on their honeymoon. The screenplay was written by experienced authors, well-known actors played the leading parts, and the movie became an improbable success. Over a period of five years, more than half a million Swedes saw the movie.53

SWEET DREAMS
During the period discussed in this text, profound changes in the social, economical and ecological relations took place. The development of new technical processes, an expansion of the communication system and the introduction of fossil fuels triggered the breakthrough of beet-sugar.

Due to the large amounts of energy that was needed in the industrial process, it was necessary that energy was not only readily available, but also that it was cheap. The resulting product, sugar, was also cheap. It was so cheap, that it was the cheapest source of energy in food, from the beginning of the twentieth century. But the total energy content of the sugar produced was of course much less than the amount of energy that, mostly in the form of coal, was used in the industrial process. The major part of this energy came out of the process as heat. In fact, the sugar factories in Sweden were considered environmental problems as early as the beginning of the twentieth century, since the large amounts of cooling water dispersed caused widespread death of fish.54

In 1924, SSA complained of the difficulties in predicting the sugar-beet harvest, as well as the sugar consumption. But they did not give up trying. The use of science to control natural processes became important and was fundamental to a company that looked upon itself as modern and progressive. In the 1920s, beet-sugar was marketed as “one of the purest products, that Swedish industry can manufacture.”55 Science, and belief in the future, was important parts of the sugar industry’s production strategy, as well as the narrative that encompassed the sugar that was put on the market.
The future is a sweet dream
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Nature and society are not two distinctive extremes but a single and identical production of society-natures, of collectives.¹

Bruno Latour

Even though the meaning and impact of “environmental history” has been discussed for decades, it must still be permitted to start off with a personal credo: environmental history – rather than being a special historical sub-item – is a perspective that acknowledges the physical environment as a historical actor equal to Man. Although humans both form and are formed by the environment, it is, all in all, futile to separate the two. Their historical interdependence appears to have the form of an ever-changing network.² And although the flows of this network certainly contain very tangible substances such as chemicals and energy, meaning is not the least important kind of connection.³

The following pages will present a few examples from the forest history of Denmark of meanings implied by or ascribed to woods.⁴ However, first it should be noted that the modern history of Danish woods follows common trends in Northern Europe. In the long-term perspective, a period of significant deforestation was followed from the nineteenth century by forest conservation and afforestation.⁵ In 1780 the relative woodland acreage was approximately 7 per cent, fifty
years later it was about 3, and today it has reached 12 in an upward movement. More recently, a transition has been taking place from one-sided wood production to a state of post-productive multifunctionality while timber needs are met by Third World imports. So, deforestation is today diversified and globalized.

1. Two dimensions of common rights to use woods in late medieval and early modern Denmark

   A) Common use of overwood trees among neighbouring landlords was normally terminated before 1600. B) Common peasant management of underwood as coppice appears to have been widespread. C) Common pasture – whether in forests or not – characterised the entire period before the late eighteenth-century land reforms. Y+Z) Commonage between a landlord owning the overwood and tenants possessing underwood or pasture was the customary arrangement of feudal woodland ownership. Z) In some cases, tenants even held pasture rights in enclosed underwood parcels belonging to others.

LATE-MEDIEVAL UNDERWOOD-OVERWOOD DISCORDS

Mainly due to differences in natural geography, the woodland of Denmark has been unevenly distributed since prehistory. Large woods were located only in the islands and eastern Jutland, whereas central and western Jutland was dominated by extensive moors. Except for minor
local patches of Scotch pine, juniper and yew, deciduous species were totally dominant. All landscape types were further characterized by a high degree of multifunctionality. So, most wooded areas were used not solely for wood production but also e.g. for grazing, berry-picking, hunting and occasional arable farming.

This multifunctional land use was paralleled by very complex forms of woodland ownership. Most land was considered to be owned by clerical or noble landlords or the crown but only a minor part of it was employed as demesne lands. Hence, most natural resources were possessed and utilized by tenants who in return paid various sorts of dues in cash or kind to their masters.

As a direct result of the divided ownership of lords and peasants, the woods were also divided: at first, not by enclosure or other kinds of spatial delimitation but only according to tree sizes. During the fourteenth century, major timber and mast trees (mostly mature beech (Fagus sylvatica L.) and oak (Quercus robur and Q. petraea L.) trees, called overwood) were probably reserved for the landlords in order to safeguard their continued supplies, whereas their tenants were granted the use of all minor trees and bushes (called underwood). So, a kind of vertical common was established.

At the same time, a horizontal one existed as far as extensively used outfields were concerned. Here, pasture and wood cutting remained common for centuries and individual property was normally defined in terms of resource quotas. When, for instance, four landlords owned a wood in common each of them would normally only know how large a part of the overwood trees he was entitled to. This obviously encouraged deforestation, and by 1520 the crown decreed that all future cutting in such common woods should be suspended until enclosure of its overwood trees had taken place.

The vertical commonage between lord and peasant continued, but it did not serve its intended end very well. The lasting existence of overwood trees was based on the continued growth of underwood trees to maturity, but as long as the peasantry chose to manage it as coppice virtually no overwood reproduction could take place. And so a gradual transformation of most woods took place during the early modern period: from composites of tree species and ages towards still more homogeneous stands of underwood.

This is the main reason why the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries resounded with complaints about forest destruction and peasant vandalism. The landlords were simply losing the battle of the forest.
And so, clerics and other antagonists of “peasant irrationality” could declare that “In order to conserve and procreate the still existing woods it is my humble suggestion that as a principal means and *causa sine qua non* common rights should be abolished. For by doing so, an intrinsic carefulness will emerge and every honest man who knows what is his will have the opportunity to conserve and improve his forests.”

Due to their material significance, trees and woods were heavily charged with social meaning in the Late Middle Ages. However, by their natural growth they came to counteract the definition of over-wood ownership established by legislators so that their social meaning was actually rephrased by the woods themselves.

2. The location of royal forest ranger cottages surrounding the extensive woodlands of Northern Zealand c. 1730.

It shows that not all cottages were situated in accordance with the Forest Act of 1710.
REACTIVE STATE INTERVENTION IN THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY

Danish wood production was clearly diminishing during the early modern period and so was the woodland acreage, but not proportionally. The conversion from overwood to underwood resulted in a shortage of large timber rather than in general scarcity. And the timber shortage was counteracted by imports. Around 1600 all timber in the stocks of the naval shipyard in Copenhagen was e.g. from either Norway or the Baltic.9

So, the immaterial consequences of deforestation were, in fact, more comprehensive than the material ones. For the spectre of a future collapse of the wood supply naturally startled a society as fundamentally reliant on wood as that of the seventeenth century. The state felt obliged to intervene, but only some scattered legal provisions regarding forest legislation were issued until the introduction of absolute rule in 1660. For two reasons, this year must be considered crucial in Danish forest history. Firstly, the wars with Sweden in 1643–45 and 1657–60 resulted in the loss of those provinces east of the Sound that were characterized by extensive tracts of woodland (Scania, Halland, Blekinge and Gotland). Secondly, the young Danish absolutism exploited the situation to boost itself. As in other European states, forest guardianship became one of the most significant fields in which growing state power was employed locally.10

In the beginning, ordinary crown tenants were appointed to guard the royal forests as rangers but their supervision and silvicultural activity was mostly insignificant. In 1710, however, a new Forest Act introduced ordinary salaries to royal forest rangers who in return were to leave their village dwellings and move to new cottages built in their respective forest districts. In this way, they became the very first members of the peasant community to experience the spatial segregation that normally followed the late eighteenth-century enclosures.

The ranger held responsibility for silvicultural measures and monitored the peasant provisioning with fuel wood and timber as well as other types of cutting. It was among his primary obligations, however, to inspect and – as far as possible – prevent forest theft.

As in early modern Europe in general, forest theft was the most common of all unlawful activities. The vertical common between lord and peasant effectively blurred the limits of ownership and the possibilities to cut trees without due sanction were many. As a result,
the number of persons accused of forest theft during the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries was gigantic. In 1751, for instance, nearly 1000 peasants were convicted of forest theft in a county with about 1100 farms. And the general view of the felons was one of indulgence rather than condemnation.

This was the setting in which forest rangers were to act. They were immediate, local representatives of restrictive forest laws that were hated by most. Transgressions were so common that virtually everybody was liable for punishment. But since large-scale law enforcement was impracticable, selective and - hence – arbitrary punishments prevailed.

3. Example of the spatial segregation of use rights implemented by forest enclosures in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth century.

The woods of the hamlet Lynge-Eskilstrup before (1770) and after (1816) enclosure and subsequent grubbing of underwood parcels. The grey contour in the south-west corner is the enclosed and conserved part of the village wood that still exists.

In 1726, for example, all villagers in Stavreby in southern Zealand were accused of excessive forest theft. They were all proven guilty, but if they were sentenced to jail and forced labour as law and custom prescribed the village would have been abandoned by the entire male population,
production would have stood still, and no rents could have been paid to the crown. So, in order to balance these clashing interests a random number of representatives was elected by choosing lots and punished. This arbitrary legal practice of special forest courts established after 1710 and working closely together with royal forest guards was an important local display of absolute state power. So, the diminishing woodland acreage was given a very specific social meaning by an early modern state seeking to manifest itself.

EIGHTEENTH- AND EARLY NINETEENTH-CENTURY LANDSCAPE DISTINCTIONS

Clearly defined use rights and mono-functional land use were essential ingredients in the establishment of the possessive individualism that reformers believed would make states prosper. So, from around 1780 until 1830 most Danish woods were enclosed. Wherever multiple use rights had prevailed, these rights were now divided physically so that overwood owners gathered their rights in certain conglomerated parts of the former woodland area. These parts were normally located in the most densely growing areas of the wood. Underwood owners were granted coppice lots in its fringes and open grassland patches were legally defined as pasture.

In 1805 the seminal Forest Conservation Act prescribed, firstly, that all common woods should be enclosed within a period of ten years. Secondly, it required that all resulting overwood parcels should be fenced with stone or earth walls and conserved from grazing and browsing livestock. This process, however, was not ended until late in the century.

From general land hunger and advances of nineteenth-century technology, it followed that most peasant underwood parcels were soon turned into meadow or arable. Meanwhile a gradual transition from tenancy to freehold characterized the century, and after 1794 legislation supported the protection of privately owned lands against trespassers. So, from being a geographically peripheral but otherwise central part of traditional peasant economy, woods were de facto aristocratized during the nineteenth century.
Smallholders were largely dismissed in the process that redistributed hitherto composite forest ownerships. A similar development took place in many other parts of Europe. Karl Marx wrote about cottagers’ deprivation of forest rights in Western Germany. And woods served as the immediate reason for similar social conflicts in both France and Britain.

4. Distribution of deciduous (left) and coniferous (right) forest acreage per municipality in the year 2000.

Data from the National Survey and Cadastre and Statistics Denmark.

In Denmark, poaching appears to have increased from virtual insignificance during the eighteenth century to a locally substantial problem in the late nineteenth century. But meanwhile forest theft – quite astonishingly – receded. In 1865 only five people in the entire kingdom were convicted, so apparently rural working-class interests were not totally ignored and woods did not turn into those symbols of social oppression and material deprivation that the rural masses experienced abroad. The head of the royal exchequer, Count Christian Ditlev Reventlow, proclaimed in 1794 that “all good inhabitants should consider the wood with delight and not as a source of coercion and crossness in which one cannot be seen without being punished”. And to some extent this appears to have been the actual outcome of enlightened absolutism.
On a more modest scale, however, enclosure and landscape sectorization did result in woods becoming emblems of aristocracy and upper-class country life. The vast majority of the people were now excluded from the forests, and this purely geographical exclusion had some significant social repercussions. Woods and forests were turned into arenas where professional forest officials reigned. And in everyday life it mattered little whether a local forest was owned by a nouveau-riche industrialist or by the state. Social distinctions continued to be expressed through landscape configuration, and even the state forests that dominated the vicinity of Copenhagen and made up one fourth of the national woodland acreage were not opened to the general public until 1917.

MODERN FORESTRY AND THE IDEA OF NATIONAL LANDSCAPES

The spatial segregation of woods resulting from enclosure and conservation facilitated a kind of monofunctional wood production that was far more productive than traditional forest use had been. German High Forest Management was introduced in the royal forests in the 1760s and during the following century various kinds of “modern forestry” spread in private estates as well.

In this process, the physical appearance of most woods changed dramatically. The density and timber quality of the trees increased, wetlands were drained off and uniform forest stands gradually replaced the ancient composite growths. Most important for the visual impact of this new forestry was, however, the introduction and dissemination of exotic tree species.

A number of late eighteenth-century landscape paintings display some surprisingly tall individuals of what appears to be Norway Spruce (Picea abies Karst.). In some instances, the trees are given an almost intrusively prominent position suggesting that they were considered as icons of novelty and progress. As indicators of landscape enlightenment, they fitted well in the alleged natural landscape gardens increasingly being established near royal castles, noble manors and bourgeois country houses during the late eighteenth century. However, these positive connotations of exotic conifers did not last long.
At first, Mountain Pine (*Pinus mugo*, L.) and Scotch Pine (*Pinus sylvestris* L.) were mostly planted on the sandy moorlands in central Jutland and in the plantations established to arrest the drifting sand dunes of the west coast. Gradually other species such as Norway Spruce made their way into both plantations and traditional forestry. So, whereas conifers had been practically non-existent until the 1760s, they covered 23 per cent of the total woodland acreage in 1881, and by the outbreak of World War I this share had doubled. During the first half of the twentieth century softwood production became a dominant feature in Danish forestry.

The quantitative success of conifers was based upon a mix of biology and economics. The hardy trees fitted the sandy soils and windy environment of the former moorlands far better than deciduous species. Further, their rapid growth minimized the investment period giving the species an economic advantage compared with deciduous trees. In the 1950s a prominent forestry professor consequently proclaimed that “in spite of uncertain future prospects the economy of conifers will always surpass that of broadleaves and the area with conifers should be extended as far as made possible by the biological conditions”.16

This still more purely utilitarian discourse, however, was never unchallenged. When romantic landscape painting peaked by the middle of the nineteenth century, the leading painters struck a clearly nationalistic note. Being considered non-Danish, conifers were in general omitted from their motifs.17 When nature conservation appeared on the political agenda by the turn of the century, it chiefly focused upon picturesque landscapes and the potential outdoor life of the growing working class. And in this connection the broadleaf-dominated park-like woods near Copenhagen served as an ideal.

The national properties attributed to beech became obvious when the Danish contribution to an international “garden of peace” in 1936 in Argentina was red clover and beech trees.18 Further, an alleged naturalness was mingled with the tree’s national qualities. As late as the 1980s a representative of the influential Danish Society for Nature Conservation remarked how “to walk among the elephant-grey columns […] is a privilege bequeathed on us by the beech wood”.19 What most aesthetes neglected, however, was the fact that exactly this forest type dominated by scattered mature beech trees was also the ideal biological production machinery. The romantic beech woods of Eastern Denmark were no less materialistically utilitarian arenas than the spruce plantations in the west.
Since the 1980s, however, steeply rising wages and falling wood prices have caused increased mechanization and large-scale de-intensification of forestry. Like considerable parts of the rural landscape, woods have become more or less post-productive, and novel kinds of multifunctionality have been formulated and (to a certain degree) introduced. Among them are growing concerns for the ecological properties of the wooded landscapes.

As a reflection of commitments according to increasingly numerous international treaties, so-called natural forests are protected and promoted. Since 1992 official policies have promoted not only de-intensification of forestry but also protection of wetlands, areas with decaying trees, and other sources of future biological diversity.

The designated natural forest frequently appears as far less orderly landscapes than the classical beech woods, and it has been and still is quite a challenge for the state forest authorities to change people’s aesthetic woodland preferences. Simultaneously, new forest types are being constructed with great artistry. With the triple purpose of saving money, promoting dry-rot and creating a natural look, old trees or big branches threatening to turn over or fall down are regularly blown up instead of being sawed through. And unnatural species that actually thrive in their new environment and hence are considered intrusive, are removed.

So the old national woodland emblem of majestic beeches is gradually being replaced by dendrological discrimination: preferably, Danish woods should consist only of native species. Yet, this ideal remains far from realized. More than half of the Danish woodland area still consists of conifers. And, by the way, most beech trees propagated since the late nineteenth century have been of East and Central European provenance. Furthermore, these now designated as natural and indigenous.

WOODS AS ENVIRONMENTS AND AGENTS

Woods have always interacted with Man. Through history, the anthropogenic influence upon the cultural landscape has been immeasurable and so has vice versa its inescapable physical determinism regarding
human conditions of life and limits of action. The parties in this inter-
action, however, are so entangled that the simple traditional polarity
of Man vs. Nature fails. It is not only a matter of reciprocal influence.
In a chronological perspective, basically man-made woods of past ge-
ergations materialize as a kind of new nature. And as existing or future
realities woods are redefined in power plays that superficially could be
described as social but in which the growing trees play their distinct and
independent part.
NOTES
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Can it not be said that there is a limit, a ceiling which restricts all human life, containing it within a frontier of varying outline, one which is hard to reach and harder still to cross? This is the border which in every age, even our own, separates the possible from the impossible, what can be done with a little effort from what cannot be done at all. In the past the borderline was imposed by inadequate food supplies, a population that was too big or too small for its resources, low productivity of labour, and the as yet slow progress in controlling nature.¹

Fernand Braudel

LIMITATIONS IN SPACE AND TIME

In pre-industrial society, the limitation of human energy conversion was twofold - it was limited in both space and in time. To convert heat into motion was impossible before the steam engine. With the exception of hydropower and wind power and all their limitations, energy could be converted into motion only by human and animal muscle power. Its limited efficiency however, made it necessary to concentrate a lot of people or animals within a smaller area in order to undertake energy-demanding...
When the ceiling was broken

enterprises. It meant a restriction in space. Even if it had been possible to convert heat into motion, the availability of thermal energy would have still been limited by the photosynthesis of the plants that could be turned into fuel. Trees grow relatively slowly and may need to compete with other essential crops. Therefore the use of energy was limited in time. These two restrictions in space and time which had followed human-kind throughout history were ended by the new steam engine technology and fossil fuels. The steam engine allows thermal energy to be converted into kinetic energy at a much higher level of efficiency than could be provided by muscle power. Even the first Newcomen engines, which had an efficiency of only one per cent, could do the job of 300 workers. This enabled mechanical energy to be concentrated in space. The new machines were fired by coal, the energy produced by the earth over millions of years of photosynthesis and stored as fossil fuel. This enabled a concentration of energy in time. When these historical limitations of place and time were annulled, it was the start of a new era. The ceiling was broken.

In Malmö, this change had greater importance than in most other Swedish cities. Two major energy transitions took place during the 100 years between 1820 and 1920. How did it change the city?


   Malmö in the southwestern corner.
   Source: Forest map of Crown Prince Carl 1845 (detail).
   State Archive.
MALMÖ – A PRE-INDUSTRIAL PRISONER OF ENERGY POVERTY

The growth of medieval Malmö, the name literally means “sand hill”, during the thirteenth century occurred for two main reasons. Firstly, due to its location just opposite the new city of Copenhagen on the other side of the Öresund, Malmö became a convenient landing place for the maritime traffic between Copenhagen and the old archbishopric in Lund. Secondly it was a part of the herring market along the Öresund which was controlled by the Hanseatic League. During early autumn, the flat sand beaches were full of fishermen bringing their catches ashore and salting the herring in barrels. Malmö’s location can be said to depend more on the conditions in and around the Öresund than on the surrounding countryside. This fact has been the distinguishing feature of Malmö until the industrialization of the nineteenth century. This is particularly evident in relation to the supply of energy.

The energy conditions that existed in south-western Scania during pre-industrial times, or until the early 1800s, was more similar to those on the Continent, in countries such as Denmark, Germany, France or Britain, than in the rest of Sweden. The two other large Swedish cities of Gothenburg and Stockholm have both had access to fast-flowing water that has acted as an artery to a resource hinterland around a large lake upstream. It enabled the shipping of food and fuel, people and animals, raw materials and indeed materials of all kinds. The water currents were also able to provide access to power and receive all the pollution and human waste from a concentrated population. Moreover, the sea outside the two cities had major archipelagos that offered good conditions for maritime transport to the city. Malmö has certainly been surrounded by a rich agricultural landscape. However it was restricted to energy-demanding land transport. “We are in a city under siege,” said grain trader Kock in 1841 when the autumn rains turned the roads into a quagmire. The severe transport difficulties to the countryside did place constraints on the grain trade, which was the basis of Malmö’s exports during the first decades of the nineteenth century. However there was a further problem because unlike Stockholm and Gothenburg, the city lacked a natural port. It was first in the early 1800s that more extensive land reclamation was carried out in the port which enabled loading and unloading to take place directly at the quay. Without access to flowing water and the opportunities for transport to
a resource hinterland and in the absence of an archipelago and a natural port, Malmö was to a much greater extent than other Swedish cities, a prisoner of energy poverty.

2. The treeless landscape around Malmö in the beginning of the 19th Century.
   Drawing by Carl Stefan Bennet.
   Source: UUB/Kart och Bild.

LACK OF WOOD, LACK OF ENERGY

On the request of the Swedish parliament, the eighteenth Century botanist, Carl Linnaeus made several journeys through Sweden in the 1740’s in order to make an inventory of the country’s nature resources. During his last journey in the summer of 1749, he came to Malmö and describes the surrounding landscape. “It had the most wonderful arable fields, as far as you could see, and it seemed as nothing was lacking except wood, which is expensive, while the peasants made extensive use of the peat bogs”. The lack of wood for fuel resulting from Malmö’s location is the most obvious difference in energy requirements. In March 1845, the vicar in the district south of Malmö answered in a questionnaire concerning the supply of wood. “Husie and W. Skreflinge
parishes (...) situated in Malmöhus county on the plains outside Malmö are rich in grain, but lack all kind of wood supplies.”

However wood also had to compete with other land uses. In a statement made in the mid-nineteenth Century, a vicar in Bara judicial district put forward the following explanation: “Where woods are lacking, the soil is so good that it is used as cropland which gives much greater yields in grain than if it was overgrown by woods. (...) Lack of wood seems not to cause any discomfort to the people of the plains, who with greater joy looks on their fertile fields and croplands, than on the woods.”

The peasants used peat as their primary fuel. This was also the case in Malmö. Ludvig Falkman, a distinguished land surveyor, remembers in his memoirs the lack of fuel in Malmö during his childhood at the beginning of the nineteenth century. “If the fuel was put in the iron oven from the kitchen side, it usually consisted of peat, but otherwise all tile stoves in older days were always fuelled with beech-wood and in later times with birch-wood and, as an exception, with coal, put on iron bars.”

In this short quotation, we can follow the changing energy situation in Malmö throughout the 1800s. To burn peat was already very common in the 1700s. However the smoke and stench from burning peat made it a far worse fuel than fine beech-wood. When it didn’t matter so much, as in kitchens, the stoves were fired with peat but in fireplaces in rooms, beech-wood was used. The prices of both beech-wood and birch-wood rose sharply until the 1840s, significantly more than labour costs. At the beginning of the century, beech-wood was slightly more expensive than birch-wood. However in the 1820s and 1830s the price of beech-wood rose much faster than birch-wood which explains the transition to birch-wood in Malmö’s tile stoves. From the 1840s, however, the prices of both beech-wood and birch-wood began to decline and then to stabilize at a lower level. What was the reason for this fall in the price of wood?

1803=100. Source: Jörberg 1972

SUBSTITUTION FOR WOOD BY COAL

The answer to the question regarding the fall in the price of wood can also be found in Falkmans’s story. The first major coal imports from Britain arrived at the newly constructed port of Malmö. From the 1830s, Malmö became a major import harbour for British coal. As much as a quarter of Sweden’s total coal imports passed through Malmö by the 1840s. That was considerably higher than Stockholm’s share of coal imports. The arrival of coal ended the energy poverty which had been the city’s scourge. The pattern was the same as on the Continent and in Britain. In the first stage, coal was used as a substitute for wood and peat for heating in homes and in craftsmen’s workshops. Secondly, coal literally fuelled an industrial revolution which penetrated the whole society. The use of this cheap and concentrated form of energy transmission led to the adoption of a series of new technologies.
While a shortage of wood for fuel resulted in the substitution and an increasing import of coal, things also started to change in the countryside. Since wood prices soared, especially for beech, by as much as four times in twenty years, the incentives for wood cultivation rose simultaneously. In the 1830s, large landed estates in Scania started to employ German and Danish foresters in order to introduce systematic forestry on their land. The estates around Malmö were among the first. The estate of Skabersjö, very close to the city, had its first forest plan made in 1838 by the Danish state forester, Edvard Svanenskjöld. The existing forest on the property was typical for Scanian estates at that time and consisted mainly of old beech, oak and some small scattered stands of conifers. Beech forestry became very rewarding for the estates during the nineteenth century and the accounts show that producing wood, mainly beech for fuel, became increasingly profitable. Oak decreased in the Scanian estates and instead, with the cattle removed from the forests and planned selective felling in order to regulate the sunlight, the beech rejuvenated very well naturally. Pine and spruce were sown and planted on open former pasture land. The use of Danish state foresters in the Scanian estates during this period is mainly attributable to three factors. In Sweden, a forest institute was founded in 1828 offering state exams for foresters. Ho-
However this early Swedish state forestry concentrated on maximizing the amount of wood rather than profit. This question was the subject of debate in Denmark during the nineteenth century. In practice, however, the management of the forests became a compromise and the Danish foresters were used to produce under market conditions for economic goals. Secondly the Danish foresters also were accustomed to the natural conditions of beech forestry, which in Sweden almost exclusively took place in Scania. The third reason is that in Scania as in Denmark, wood production was mainly used for fuel rather than for timber or other purposes. In the questionnaire from 1845, previously mentioned, the vicar in Skabersjö parish pointed out 120 hectares of beech and 40 hectares of oak to be used as fuel, whereas only 10 hectares of oak and 10 hectares of conifers were used for timber. In 1878, in the Danish province of Jutland, over 90% of the beech forest was used for fuel as well as 75% of the oak forest. The corresponding figure for conifers was only 15-20%. The similarities are striking. Beech was fuel, oak was mostly fuel whereas conifers were used as timber or for other purposes, in Denmark as well as in Scania. Did the introduction of forestry affect the energy balance in southern Scania? As one example shows, there was a marginal impact in the short run. By 1865 forestry had been introduced in about 40% of the woods in the Malmöhus county. If the annual cutting in these woods had been on the same scale as in Skabersjö, the energy content of this wood as fuel would have been less than one tenth of the energy content of the coal imports to Malmö in 1865. This shows the relative importance of the new fossil energy carrier.

A NEW HINTERLAND AND NEW CONNECTIONS

The railway was a dynamic part of the changes. The first part of the southern trunk line from Malmö, which only went to Lund, was opened in the autumn of 1856. One of the most important changes brought about by the availability of new energy was the total transformation of transport. Goods transported by horse and wagon could cover thirty kilometres in a single day. With the new trunk line to Stockholm,
goods could be transported up to 400 kilometres a day. Once train speeds were increased, goods were able to reach Stockholm in a day i.e. 600 kilometres away. Shortly before the First World War, Oslo, Hamburg and Berlin could be reached by a day’s journey by train. The former resource hinterland, limited to a few kilometres radius due to the restrictions of land transport, was now increased dramatically in size. However it was not only places further away that could be reached in a limited time, the near hinterland was linked even closer to the city through an increasingly dense network of local and regional railways.

5. *The new Central station in Malmö 1858.*

*Source: Malmö museum*

When the Continental line to Trelleborg was inaugurated in 1898, no less than seven different railways started from Malmö. South-western Skåne belonged to Europe’s densest rail areas at that time. With this dense railway network and its port, Malmö became a real centre in southern Sweden. Coal, wool and fertilizers for agriculture were imported for use in the city or in the surrounding countryside. Cereals, cattle and butter went by rail for export to the Continent and Britain. Steam technology extended the city’s near hinterland not only by facilitating land but also sea transport as well. One of the big advantages of railways was their punctuality and predictability, an important condition for industrial production. The same goes for steamships which
on short distances could follow a time-table as punctually as trains. As early as 1838, the first regular steamship started to traffic the Malmö-Copenhagen route. Soon small steamships were crisscrossing all over Öresund. They maintained their predominance until the railway was built along the coast on both sides. By that time, traffic over rather than along the Öresund had become more important. Competition became more intense. In 1874, a Danish shipping company bought all 12 competing steam vessels and established a monopoly which lasted until 1900 when a joint Danish-Swedish company - Öresund Steamship Company - was formed. At that time the problem of linking railways and steam ships together, the two steam-driven transport technologies on land and sea, had been solved in 1895 by the new steam ferry for railway traffic between Malmö and Copenhagen. This meant that Malmö’s hinterland reached into Zealand as well as becoming a part of Copenhagen’s greater hinterland. The deepening contacts over the sound became even closer and professional expertise, like the early example of the Danish foresters, came from Denmark to Scania. The largest groups of migrants from Sweden to Copenhagen were young women for house-work as well as craftsmen and male workers for seasonal work in construction and industry. Many of them stayed in Denmark and between 1870 and 1901, the number of Swedes in Copenhagen rose from just over 4000 to 15 000 or four percent of the population. Entrepreneurial initiatives, like the joint ferry company, as well as new political ideas increasingly spread over Öresund. The first socialist meeting in Sweden was for example held in Malmö on November 6, 1881 by August Palm, a Swedish tailor who had been working for years on the outskirts of Copenhagen. The expansion of the port, which started on a large scale during the mid-1800s, accelerated when the railway was built on a bank along the coast, linking land and sea together. The shallow beach that was previously Malmö’s barrier against the outside world was now an asset, since land for new industrial sites and new parts of the port could easily be reclaimed.

The Central station to the right and on the left side of the port there are the coal quays with piles of coal everywhere.
Source: Malmö museum.

POPULATION GROWTH – AND A NEW LIMIT

Steam engine technology represented a revolution in transportation when the rich hinterland was opened and the expanded port and steamer traffic connected the city to the outside world. With imports of coal and raw materials and exports of food, Malmö began to grow. In order to see the dimensions of the change, we can examine how much energy that was imported to Malmö in a year, expressed as the same amount of wood energy. It can then be compared with the real growth in the Swedish forest.25 If we start from the earliest reliable account of the forests, the 1920s National Forest Inventory, we can say that by 1915 the total energy content of coal imports, petroleum imports and the electricity produced by hydropower represented the annual growth of all the forests in the province of Scania (Malmöhus’ and Kristianstad’s counties), province of Blekinge and the county of Kronoberg together, or in all south-eastern Sweden.26
When the ceiling was broken

7. Scania (Malmöhus & Kristianstads), Blekinge and Kronoberg.

The energy content of the annual wood production in the forests of south-eastern Sweden was similar to the energy at Malmö’s disposal in 1912.

However the different energy carriers accounted for very unequal shares of total energy, where coal accounted for approximately 95%, petroleum 4.5% and electricity (hydropower) only 0.5%. Besides electricity, it is impossible to say how much of this energy that was used in Malmö. However in one way or another, it was placed at the city’s disposal. This change in disposable energy being made available to a city struck harder by energy poverty than most other Swedish cities had consequences. Throughout the nineteenth century, Malmö had a higher population growth than both Stockholm and Gothenburg with the exception of the epidemic ridden 1880s. The fastest growth occurred around 1900 when the population grew by 70% from 48 000 to 83 000 between 1890 and 1910. However the increased population was accompanied by new problems that were once again dependent on the city’s location and natural con-
ditions. The absence of a large water artery had earlier meant problems with transport to the city. The problem now concerned what we wanted to carry out from the city: the pollution created by industrial expansion and the sewage water produced by the growing population. It was accumulated in shallow ditches around the inner city, originally between five and seven meters wide and only 60 to 120 centimetres deep, which were repeatedly widened and deepened. They were called the Canal. Recurrent epidemics of dysentery took over 2300 lives in 1882 alone, mostly in the poorer southern and eastern parts of the city. In a population of approximately 40,000, it means that more than one inhabitant of twenty died that year of dysentery. The 1880s were also the only decade during the 1800’s when Malmö’s population percentage growth did not exceed both Stockholm and Gothenburg. The availability of fossil energy and steam engine technology had made it possible to exceed the old limits of production, transportation and population growth. But now, a new frontier seemed to emerge, the biological frontier. It also appeared in the form of a transportation problem – to get fresh water in to the city and the waste water out from it.

8. Malmö in 1914. The inner city encircled by the shallow Canal.
   Source: Malmö. En skildring i ord och bild av stadens utveckling och nuvarande tillstånd.
TOO LITTLE FRESH WATER, TOO MUCH SEWAGE WATER

The first Malmö that emerged during the early Middle Ages was a collection of houses on an elongated tombolo in Öresund, surrounded by shallow water on all sides except for some sand strips in the south and west. The conditions for deep wells with good fresh water were not particularly good. Therefore Malmö is one of the few cities among the Nordic countries which had, as early as the sixteenth century, a highly advanced water supply system. Fresh water was transported in a pipeline of pierced tree trunks from a dammed brook, one kilometre south of the city. The wooden water pipe system which started in 1587 was in use for almost three hundred years until 1862, when it was replaced by cast-iron pipes. A larger dam and a new water works were then built. A number of other small streams contributed to Malmö’s fresh water supply.\(^{29}\) However industry started to compete for the water resources and for example Malmö Yeast Factory was identified in 1898 as a major polluter. The town’s medical officer gives a vivid picture of the problems with the yeast factory emissions in one of the streams that was used for fresh water supply.

Just east of the bridge, a ditch flows into the stream through which the yeast factory effluents are carried; water in this ditch has a gray and white opaque colour, which can be noticed far out in the currents. It has a strange, rather strong odour, reminiscent of yeast, sewage, etc., and its volume is comparatively great. Below this point, the confluence stream’s appearance undergoes an extremely remarkable change. The water becomes opaque and immense masses of a gray, green loose, slimy substance collects around the water plants, which are in constant decay, emitting a strong, extremely disagreeable odour.\(^{30}\)

The supply of fresh water was a significant problem, aggravated by the city’s industrialization. The groundwater wells that were drilled in 1901, down to 80 meters deep, ten kilometres south-east of Malmö, were an attempt to solve the problem. There is an underground water stream that goes up in a gully in the limestone rock and from it the water was pumped to the water works.\(^{31}\) The question of how to handle the rapidly increasing volumes of sewage water presented even greater problems than those posed by the need for fresh water. The dysentery epidemic 1881-1882 illustrated the vulnerability of the rapidly growing urban population. Since the city was located on a shallow sandy coast without a major river, all kinds of...
water pollution ended up in the still water of the Canal, the broad ditch around the inner city. With all the waste water, the Canal soon became increasingly shallow and the bottom that consisted of thick layers of mud spread an appalling stench over the nearby neighbourhood at low tide. Here the problem became acute. The obvious solution was to conduct a real extensive broadening and deepening of the Canal and a better connection with the sea in order to improve water circulation. Between 1854 and 1859, the Canal was therefore widened to fifteen meters and deepened to over two meters. In order to improve circulation, a special outlet was built to the Sound, west of the city.\(^{32}\)

Other major polluters of the Canal’s water were the city’s tanneries, dye and food industries, starch factories and slaughterhouses. Industries were centralized in the city centre. One of the major polluters was the Malmö Wool Factory, which was located next to the Canal. The open ditches and gutters leading wastewater from these industries and residential buildings became an increasing problem. In the 1870s throughout the inner city, private sewage pipes began to be built, which ended in the surrounding Canal. A contributing factor to these private pipes was the introduction of water closets. The newly built hotel Kramer in 1887 was first to be equipped with water toilets. However, installation of similar innovations in the new Malmö Wool Factory was banned by the Health Board.\(^{33}\) On a map of a coordinated sewer system in 1880, it can be seen how the two large sewage pipes, one from the inner city and the other from the southern suburbs, end opposite each other in the southern Canal.\(^{34}\) This was obviously not the way to solve the problem in the long run.

It was not until the turn of the century in 1900 with the expansion of a sewage system, the problems got solved. In April 1908, a sewage pumping station at Rosendal opened which pumped Malmö’s sewage water several kilometres out into Öresund. The transport problem was solved, but in a way that pointed towards a new future for energy transitions. The five large pumps were not driven by steam engines but by electrical motors and with diesel engines for emergency power.\(^{35}\)
9. The southern Canal.

The main sewage pipes from the inner city and its southern suburb ended here before 1908. The Malmö Wool Factory, one of the biggest pollutants, is seen behind, its chimney to the left. Source: Malmö museum.
ELECTRICITY – A NEW ENERGY CARRIER

If coal and steam opened up the hinterland of the city of Malmö, it was electricity and oil which opened up the world. They represent a new energy transition associated with electric light, electrical trams and electrification of industry as well as paraffin lamps, automobiles and diesel engines. As early as 1887, a company with a few small electric generators, powered by steam, had supplied electricity for illumination of the central parts of Malmö. Kockums, a large metal industry and shipyard, had already in the 1880s acquired their own steam driven electric generators. Another early user of electricity was Malmö Wool Factory. But in 1901 the new city-owned electricity plant stood ready. When it was built, it came to represent the actual turning point between two energy systems. Two steam boilers fired by coal, provided power for steam generators which produced electricity in DC. However when the power plant started in October 1901, capacity proved to be too low. When the horse trams were replaced by electric trams in 1906, new steam engines and generators expanded the plant. At the same time, however, the new solution for the city energy problems was introduced. A row of new hydropower stations were built along the nearest big river, Lagan, situated 100 kilometres north of Malmö. The mechanical energy from a large flow of running water that the city lacked could now be transferred using the new electromechanical technology. The problem of the large power losses in the transmission of electricity over long distances had been solved with the help of high-voltage AC power. This new energy carrier drove the electric pumps in Rosendals pumping station from 1909 and led the sewage water out into Öresund. It was the three-phase high voltage power from the hydro electrical stations at Lagan which ran the engines in all the city’s major industries and transformed the city by providing electric light in homes and in the streets. When wolfram lamps replaced carbon-filament bulbs, power consumption was reduced to one third and electric light became, if not cheap, so at least affordable for all. During the following decade, Malmö was electrified and in 1920, 73% of the town’s apartments had access to electric light.
10. The steam-driven power plant in 1901.

Source: Malmö museum.
PARAFFIN OIL AND PETROL

The second component of the new development block that was introduced at the turn of the century is what the port statistics call, “petroleum products”. Gas light, a part of coal technology, was in Malmö first used in large-scale street lighting and in homes from the 1850s. Its major disadvantages are that it is pipe-bound and stationary. Outside the pipe systems, it was no alternative to wood, oil lamps or candles. The use of paraffin oil refined from mineral oil or petroleum provided a strong and relatively safe form of lighting almost everywhere. The demand for paraffin oil rose rapidly with industrialization as did refinery capacity. The volatile and inflammable petrol was only a dangerous by-product of refining paraffin oil. However it soon became a primary product once the internal combustion engine was introduced. In Malmö, imports of paraffin oil were a matter for the wholesale trade in colonial goods. Indeed it was within these entrepreneurial circles that the first major oil company was formed in 1896, Sydsvenska Petroleum AB. Not surprisingly, the initiative once again came from the Danish firm that had the agency for the Rockefeller’s Standard Oil. It was a direct result of the new method of transporting oil in bulk, i.e. in large tanks on ship and by rail, instead of in barrels. This form of transport required a lot of cisterns in the ports and an expanded supply chain using special vehicles, something that meant much larger capital costs. Accordingly, this group of Scanian wholesalers combined to build the first oil port with three tanks in 1898. It was constructed at the edge of the harbour by filling out the area outside Kockums shipyard. Paraffin oil and subsequently petrol were bought under the brand Pratt Petroleum. The oil terminal which was located at the farthest end of the port area was subject to strict security measures. A concrete diversion channel was formed to prevent oil spills from running out into the harbour. A steam engine and a generator supplying electric power were installed in order to avoid open fires in the area. Over a period of five years, imports of oil tripled and in 1901 it had exceeded 8 000 tonnes. The three tanks ran approximately 6 000 cubic meters of paraffin oil and petrol, which in present day terms, corresponds to what could be stored in 35 major petrol stations. New tanks were built around 1910. The company soon established retailers, usually ordinary grocery stores that increasingly adopted sales from the tank and pump rather than from barrels and jugs. It meant that distribution could be made by mobile tanks, either horse-drawn or put on automobiles. The first
service station was built around 1920. Domestic industrial production of petrol pumps also started at this time. The Ljungmans Company in Malmö was one of the first and largest manufacturers in this field. With a solid distribution network for petrol, it became easier to use cars. When the registration of automobiles became mandatory in September 1906, registration by number was introduced. When the first register was established in 1907, 662 automobiles were registered in Sweden of which 61 cars were registered in Malmöhus county. Twenty of them were in Malmö. At the time of the First World War, the car together with the electric tram had started to make its presence felt in the cityscape. In the first major traffic census in 1911, no less than 130 cars could be counted on one day at a crossing in the central square. However the city’s taxi station was also situated in the square at that time. It was also noted, however, that at the same time 1000 bicycles, 30 000 pedestrians and 1500 ordinary horse or hand drawn carts passed the crossing. It would not be until the 1920s that the car became the predominant form of transport.

11. The new oil port in 1912 with its cisterns, just at the edge of the harbour.

Source: Malmö museum.
ENERGY TRANSITIONS

At the turn of the century, Malmö had grounds for optimism. It was the fastest growing large city in the country and was in the middle of the transition from coal to new forms of energy transmission such as oil and electricity. This transition was evident in both the public sphere, workplaces and in homes. But hopes for a continued expansion did not last. During the 1920s, industrial employment increased in Malmö. However unemployment was also higher in Malmö than the national average during the crisis years. Recovery was also weaker between the crisis periods. This can be partly explained by developments prior to the 1920s. The second energy transition and the technological change that the combustion engine and electricity had brought about became the first major technology shift in the new industrial economy. The internal combustion engine changed local transport conditions during the 1920s. Between 1924 and 1931, the number of trucks tripled in Malmöhus county from about 1300 to over 4000. At the same time, they also increased in size. A study of privately owned railways in Scania in 1933 described competition from trucks and lorries as “murderous”. It was now that the “railway death” began, first for smaller local railways and then increasingly to regional and even national lines. In the same way, within industry, the more flexible electric motor out-competed steam engines, with their spinning shafts and drive belts. The growth of electrical engine power in Malmö, measured by the number of horsepower, exceeded the national average in many sectors. This meant mechanization, rationalization and ultimately restructuring through mergers and closures. Growth industries were often linked to the new energy technology. After building its last steamboat in 1927, the Kockums shipyard concentrated on motor vessels. Oil tankers became a new specialty for Kockums where the first order was placed in 1926. Ljungmans production of petrol pumps became the largest mechanical workshop and the new electro-technical industry, was represented by a accumulator factory and a cable factory. The first major energy transition in Malmö took place in the mid-1800s, when steam and coal and their new technologies made it possible for the first time to concentrate energy in space and time. In the early 1900s, new types of energy carriers such as electricity and mineral oil were introduced in the city. During the 1920s, seventy to eighty years after the first energy transition, a new energy transition began in Malmö. These new types of energy transmissions and the technology
that accompanied them became dominant and displaced coal and steam engines. A period of seventy to eighty years has now passed since this second energy transition.
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Descriptions of major cities during the industrial revolution normally mention problems such as overcrowding, substandard flats, diseases and an unhealthy environment. Sweden’s cities are no exception to this picture. When industries were established during the nineteenth century, large housing estates for workers were built at a rapid pace. These were the sanitary evils of growing concern, and diseases such as tuberculosis were common among the residents. The work environment in the factories was characterized by poor air quality, high accident rates and noise. Factories also contributed to polluting the external environment by discharges into the water and smoke from the growing number of chimneys.

In an article in this book, Per Eliasson has shown how Malmö between 1820 and 1920 was involved in two major energy transitions and how the city was changed by them. In this contribution, I wish to discuss how coal smoke pollution from factories blackened the industrial environment and how the authorities handled the issue.
INDUSTRIALIZATION IN Malmö

From being a relatively small city with about 5,000 inhabitants, Malmö’s population expanded rapidly during the nineteenth century. Between 1820 and 1870 Malmö was one of the most expansive cities in the kingdom in terms of population growth. At the turn of the century in 1900, Malmö was the third largest city in Sweden with a population of over 60,000. These figures are partly explained by the creation of a number of industries from the 1840s onwards, and partly by the radical transformation of the Scanian countryside. Important conditions for the industrialization of Malmö were the city’s growing importance as a seaport, the proximity to Denmark and the location near good arable soil. Industrialization in Malmö was built largely around three industrial sectors: engineering, textiles and food manufacture.

Frans Henrik Kockum established a foundry and a machine shop in 1840. The products included boilers and other machines for the growing industry. In the 1850s, the workshop started to manufacture rail carriages and in the early 1870s Kockum’s Engineering Works built a shipyard in the port. The shipyard was visited by the English engineer William Smith in 1872. He noted that technology was as modern and advanced as that of the British shipyards. The modern textile industry was built in the 1850s and the 1860s, though it was preceded by shops in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. Manufakturaktiebolaget was founded in 1855 as a cotton spinning mill, and during the same decade a cotton weaving mill was also built. The largest and most important factory was a wool factory, Malmö Woollen Factory Company. At times, the plant was the most significant of its kind in the whole of Sweden. Food manufacturing industries had also earlier ancestors in the city, but during the latter part of the nineteenth century several new factories were founded, among them tobacco factories, chocolate factories and breweries. Just outside Malmö, a sugar refinery was founded in Arlöv. At the end of the nineteenth century and the beginning of the twentieth century, the beet sugar industry played an important role in Skåne. In 1907 the Sugar Company was formed through a fusion of different sugar refineries in southern Sweden. Towards the end of the nineteenth century, the production of cement and building materials was significant in the lime-rich Limhamn just outside Malmö.¹

Several of the new plants were built near the city’s canals. When the older fortifications were demolished in the early 1800s, the canals were straightened. This freed up land, which was used for industries. In this
way, concentrated industrial clusters were located near residential areas. The new industrial environments thus came to make their mark on the fringe of the inner city.\textsuperscript{2} Several of the new industries discharged pollutants directly into the canals. An account was given by Axel Danielsson, editor of the socialist newspaper \textit{Arbetet}:

\begin{quote}
The canal, which, with its semicircle … divides the suburbs from the old city, is stirred up by the surge and spreads in all directions a thick, horrible smell of dissolved refuse from industry, all mixed together. The water is black and train-oil shiny, but as the plants begin discharging their sludge, different coloured spots arises at the outlets of the sewages, and each of these stains smells in its own way until it runs together with the others. Factories of all kinds vomit impurity: weaving mills, spinning mills, workshops, slaughterhouses, laundries and tanneries. Factories emit, in another form, chocolate, sweets, margarine, macaroni, sausage, mustard, white grease, vinegar, matches, cigars, matches, ink, guano, soaps and perfumes. The gutter creates its bouquet, while the content of the gutter slowly flows down along the banks. In this way, the atmosphere of the city is created.\textsuperscript{3}
\end{quote}

The problem of the stinking canal water was raised early on by the authorities in Malmö.\textsuperscript{4} However, it would take a long time before the problems of smoke pollution received any attention.

During the industrial revolution steam power was used to operate the machines in the new factories and workshops. This meant that the use of fossil fuels rose very sharply, since boilers were fired by coal. When coal was used as fuel in boilers it created a black, visible smoke, which gave a character to the industrial landscape.

Diagram 1 shows the increase in the number of steam engines in Malmö between 1863 and 1890. A word of warning about the statistics is necessary, because there might be a significant lack of returns. Some factory owners were careless about the information which was to be submitted annually. In addition, some kinds of establishments are lacking. For example, the state railway workshop was not defined as an industry in industrial statistics, although it had several hundred workers and a relatively large steam engine. The number of steam engines is therefore almost certainly too low. Furthermore, information on the number of steam engines tells us nothing about how powerful the machines were. We would need this kind of data to determine how large the environmental impact of a steam engine might have been. Therefore, Diagram 2 shows the amount in terms of horsepower.
In this case too, official statistics should be critically discussed as information is lacking. It is difficult to bring the table up to the 1890s and thereafter, because the factory owners did not make any distinction between the horsepower of steam engines and power machines operated by gas or electricity. The statistics must be supplemented with other materials in order to give a more complete picture. It is, however, clear that the amount of horsepower increased sharply during the late 1880s, and statistics from the following decade (not reported here) indicate a further increase.

1. **Steam engines in Malmö factories.**

What can we say about coal consumption in the various factories? The minutes of the public health committee of the early 1900s give a few points. The committee made continuous investigations, including steam engines, coal consumption and the height of chimneys.

The cotton spinning mill was driven by a steam engine of 300 horsepower, and over 11.5 hours a day it consumed 3,200 kilograms of coal. The chimney had a height of 37 metres. The Woollen Factory had a steam engine of 820 horsepower, and during 11.5 hours it used 8,100 kilograms of coal. The chimney was 58 feet tall. Let us try to extrapolate from these data. In 1890, the steam engines in Malmö, according to the industrial statistics, represented 2,111 horsepower. If coal consumption was as it was in the Woollen Factory it would amount
to 20,852 kilograms per day or more than 20 tonnes. In a six-day week the sum would be 125,112 kilograms and the annual consumption would then be 6,505,824 kilograms or about 6,505 tonnes.5

2. Horsepower steam engines in factories.

There are obviously some problems with this calculation. We do not know whether the other steam engines consumed as much as the wool factory. However, the calculation provides a point of reference, and a qualified guess is that the total coal consumption in Malmö industries was considerably higher.

COAL SMOKE POLLUTION IN MALMÖ

In Sweden, the problem of smoke emission was highlighted by the urban public health committees. The committee in Malmö addressed the issue in the early 1900s, and wrote in its annual report:
Studies have been made regarding the amount and nature of the smoke, which rises from the chimneys at the city’s industrial facilities, in order to determine the measures which the Committee needs to take to reduce the inconvenience caused by smoke from factory chimneys.6

One of the first cases relating to air emissions was not about coal smoke, but concerned the incineration of waste phosphorus. It was a resident, S. Barnekow, who complained that smoke from Swedish Match Company factory blew against his residence in Östra Förstadsgatan when the wind was from the east. The health committee decided to conduct the study. Phosphatic waste was incinerated in a special furnace four times a day for approximately 20 minutes at a time. The rather thick smoke generated amounted to about one hectolitre. The committee found that the chimney was only 10–12 metres above the ground, which corresponded to a low one-storey building. It was not high enough to remove the smoke. When heavy smoke was coming up through the chimney it fell to the ground and caused the discomfort Barnekow complained of.7

A. Wollert, Director of the Swedish Match Company, was called to a meeting of the committee, and he declared himself willing to take action. A report towards the end of the year stated that the incinerator and chimney had been torn down and a new furnace built on a different side of the factory site. The new furnace had a smoke exit to a higher stack. The result was that both smoke and vapour combustion had to run high enough so that the wind could remove it over the roofs of neighbouring houses, “without discomfort to local residents”.8

In Malmö stads historia, there is a picture showing what Barnekow’s house looked like in 1906. This corner was “a natural eye-catcher”. Barnekow was an engineer, and he belonged to a noble family with roots in Pomerania. It was a rather powerful person who filed complaints against the match factory.9

In the autumn of 1901 and the spring of 1902, the committee considered a couple of complaints against bakeries’ discharge of coal smoke. The first concerned a bakery in Södra Förstadsgatan, and interestingly enough the complainant was a managing director of another company. Thick, black smoke from the bakery’s low chimney caused problems in the adjacent plate goods factory.10 But it was also reported that the smoke caused discomfort to people who lived nearby. In December, it was reported that the bakery was ordered to implement changes by
January 1902, but that the chimney had already been increased by one metre. Interestingly enough, it was a manager who made complaints about another company’s emissions. Another of these cases concerned a bakery which had a boiler that fired with coal and a low stack. The smoke was reported to penetrate into buildings around it. The bakery received an injunction, and the height of the chimney was increased to 15 metres.

In the spring of 1902 the problems caused by emissions from the textile mills were highlighted for the first time. There were three large textile factories in Malmö. However, the spinning factory had been acquired by its neighbour, the woollen factory, so these plants had the same owner. At a public health committee meeting in April 1902, the problems of smoke emission from the three factories were discussed. It was reported that the smoke from the cotton weaving factory caused discomfort to local residents and to other persons, as the smoke from those factories either rises in calm weather and hangs over the buildings near the factory, and it eventually falls down among them, or in windy weather is blown slightly further away before it falls to the ground, in both cases it enters the staircases and flats, causing great discomfort to people living there.

The plant had three boilers with a total of 135 horsepower, and coal consumption was 40 hectolitres per day. The boilers were fired between 5 a.m. and 6 p.m., and two boilers were used constantly in parallel. There was a stack of 20 metres.

On the same occasion, the smoke emission from the two other textile factories was discussed by the committee. With similar expressions such as those quoted concerning the cotton weaving mill, the smoke was described as a problem for the local residents.

As has been noted above, the cotton spinning mill was driven by a steam engine of 300 horsepower, over a day it consumed 3,200 kilograms coal, and the chimney had a height of 37 metres. The Woollen Factory had a steam engine with as much as 820 horsepower, and in a day it used 8,100 kilograms of coal. The chimney was 58 feet tall.

The three textile factories were asked “as soon as possible, to take such measures for coal combustion that inconvenience as far as possible may be solved”.

At a meeting in May 1902 complaints from Malmö Steam Kitchen Company were discussed. This company had built a hotel called Tem-
performance, but the board soon discovered that it was not easy to operate hotels in that area. Soot and smoke were pushed into the hotel rooms, particularly when south-westerly winds blew. The nearby plants that emitted coal smoke stated that it was difficult to make any improvement. Although some measures had been tested, the board of the cotton weaving mill argued, and some new solutions would be tested, they had better not be too expensive. A couple of months later, and after new complaints, the cotton weaving mill declared its willingness to build a higher chimney, up to 30 metres.\textsuperscript{16}

The experience of smoke nuisance was therefore significant, and numerous complaints were also submitted to the public health committee during first decades of the twentieth century. What is somewhat puzzling, however, is that it still took so long before the problems were brought to the attention of the committee. At that time, as we have seen, Malmö had been an industrial city for half a century. The obvious answer to the question is the increased and intensified use of machinery during the economic boom around the turn of the century in 1900. More and more – and certainly increasingly powerful – steam engines were used probably for a growing proportion of days in order to increase work intensity, or to use a more modern expression, productivity (cf. diagrams 1 and 2).\textsuperscript{17}

In Copenhagen, problems of coal smoke pollution were highlighted earlier than in Malmö. Since the early 1820s complaints had been directed against factories that emitted smoke. However, it was only in the 1850s that the authorities took action against the black smoke. The Building Act of 1856 ruled that large fireplaces should have a stack of 22 metres, a height which was increased to 31 metres in the early 1870s. The health board in Copenhagen handled the issue of problems with smoke. Measures were similar to those in Malmö: raising of chimneys and technological improvements in combustion, etc. However, the legislation was not effective, at least not until 1886, when more restrictive rules were imposed. Now the factory owners could be required to fix the problems within a certain time. The Danish historian Ole Hyldtoft writes that the smoke nuisance probably increased despite the tightened rules. More and more steam engines, combined with increased private coal consumption, led to increased emissions. It was also difficult to find effective solutions, and there was a lack of technicians who could address the issues. There were also some experts who stated, drawing from the miasma
theory, that smoke actually purified the air. Hyldtoft says, however, that a number of improvements were made, not least through the fuel-saving technology. There are also examples of protests from residents in the vicinity of polluting factories that led to changes.18

A CULTURAL-HISTORY PERSPECTIVE

In the 1870s, *Sveriges industriella etablissementer* (“Sweden’s Industrial Establishments”) was published. In this great book there is a significant number of lithographs, showing factories and engineering plants. Smoke from chimneys mark that production is in full swing. In fact, this would set the tone for the phase of industrial upswing. Chimneys became a symbol of industrial progress, but as such they had to appear in full activity. Fuming chimneys were to symbolize economic success and growing productivity. They were potent markers that signalled modernity, progress and optimism.

The British historian Stephen Mosley has shown how people perceived the smoke in the heavily industrialized city of Manchester. Popular poems and songs were written about the relationship between wealth and chimney smoke. Especially during economic crisis fuming chimney symbolized security and “good times”. This was clearly expressed by a traveller from Trinity College in Dublin in 1842:

Thank God, smoke is rising from the lofty chimneys of most of them! For I have not travelled thus far without learning, by many a painful illustration, that the absence of smoke from the factory-chimney indicates the quenching of the fire on many a domestic hearth, want of employment to many a willing labourer, and want of bread to many an honest family.19

It was therefore important that chimneys really were portrayed with smoke, because chimneys without smoke signalled that production had stopped. In the 1860s, when the English cotton industry was hit by raw material shortages as a result of the North American Civil War, the poem *The Smokeless Chimney* was a big seller. The poem ends with the words: “We may see these Smokeless Chimneys, Blackening all land again.”20
There was therefore a popular notion, widespread in parts of the working class, linking factory smoke with welfare – or rather the opposite, chimneys without smoke were associated with poverty. That factory owners more clearly saw the link between chimneys with smoke and economic growth is of course easy to understand. What is interesting is that the view was also shared by some experts who had to mitigate smoke impacts. On top of this: smoke could actually be healthy, because the coal seemed cleansing. The idea that diseases spread by air, the so-called miasma theory, was cherished at this time. Smoke and soot from carbon emissions were believed to combat the spread of typhoid and other diseases. Even when the miasma theory was abandoned, some maintained that coal had disinfecting effects.

3. Arlöv sugar factory, with smoking chimneys.
   Source: Malmö Museum.

This link between black smoke and prosperity could vary in different ways, but it always resulted in the reeking chimneys represented success and progress. People from different classes had partly different arguments for this. The workers wanted to avoid unemployment and factory owners wanted to increase their profits. Specialists and experts of various kinds could have different reasons for writing favourably about the smoke. Perhaps they were simply captivated by ideas of progress.
Parallel to this positive vision, however, there grew an alternative vision of coal smoke as pernicious and dangerous. The smoke could be the symbol of all the problems generated by industrialization.\textsuperscript{21} Towards the end of the 1800s in England smoke was associated with national decline. Britain had been a leader in the industrial revolution, but other countries, not least the United States, were on the rise. Critics argued that the “physical degeneration” which it felt able to observe in the English cities could partly be explained with reference to the adverse effects of coal smoke. Critics organized in different ways, including the formation of the Smoke Abatement Committee, which advocated parks and open spaces to give “lungs” to towns.\textsuperscript{22}

Much of the criticism directed against coal smoke was couched in the form of criticism of civilization. It was not the source – the fossil fuel coal – that was put at the centre of the campaigns. It was the observable problems that formed the starting point for criticism. Diseases such as tuberculosis, pneumonia, bronchitis and asthma were easily attributable to the bad air. The bourgeoisie was worried about impact of smoke on the moral and physical condition of the working masses and feared a threatening proletariat. Poverty in urban slum areas was visible and tangible.

In the early twentieth century scientific initiatives to combat the problem of air pollution increased. In many contexts, therefore, the morally indignant and experience-based criticism succumbed to scientific discussions of factory emissions. An example is the study carried out by Richard B. Mellon at Pittsburgh University in the USA in 1913–1914. In nine volumes, a thorough review of smoke emission and its consequences was carried out. Although the study focused on problems in the USA, it was based on a detailed international comparison. The preliminary results were presented at the International Smoke Abatement Exhibition and Conference in London in 1912. International cooperation was started to take action on the smoke issue, and it became the pattern for the enactment of a new wave of laws. These were based on scientific studies and ruled that specifically trained or technologically knowledgeable inspectors should be responsible for working with cities to improve air quality. Efficiency and rationality were in focus. Smoke was associated with wasteful inefficiency. Education and better technology were regarded as necessary to solve the problems. A country’s ability to overcome the smoke problems was linked to the efficiency of production and good health among the citizens.\textsuperscript{23}
Smoke and chimneys were still regarded as symbols of industrialization, but the visions of the future differed. Where some saw the expanding industrial landscape, others saw pure nature and the smokeless air. Both may have pinned their hopes on wealth created by industry, but the symbols were loaded with different meanings and linked to different expectations of what the future would bring. However, consciousness about knowledge and professional technology was more widely spread. Concepts such as smoke and emissions were thus ascribed a new and wider meaning, no longer solely based on the fact that the smoke was black and visible.

However, as late as 1904, it could happen that a local newspaper, Arbetet in Malmö, wrote idyllically about chimneys and smoke:

Malmö has its beautiful sides, we saw it yesterday evening at sunset, this beautiful sunset coloured the sky red as high up against the Zenith. We stood at the Rörsjö Bridge and saw the dark water of the canal in front of us, mirroring the blushing sky and the newly lit gas lamps greenish yellow light. From a couple of high chimneys black smoke curled against the flaming firmament, where the moon's narrow, white silver cut was already shining dimly. […]

… It was undeniably beautiful, what we saw. And as a dreamer, we stood on the bridge, in the middle of the throbbing life, no one had time, had eyes for the beauty, which slowly disappeared in the west.

Because Malmö also has so many ugly sides. And Malmö is a major industrial city, where the rush of life in the struggle for existence stifles the individual sense of beauty.

And that is sad.”
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19 William Cooke Taylor 1842, quoted from Stephen Mosley, Chimney of the World: A History of Smoke Pollution in Victorian and Edwardian Manchester, Cambridge, 2001, p. 72. Mosley analyses “competing environmental discourses, focusing on how highly diverse narratives about smoke were used by contemporaries to rationalise, naturalise and criticise the dramatic changes wrought by air pollution in nineteenth-century Manchester”. Quoted from the book cover.

20 Ibid., p 73.

21 Mosley, pp. 96 ff.


23 Ibid., pp. 19 ff.

24 Arbetet 12/10 1904, signed Armand.
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Cultural and biological diversity in a globalizing world

Pernilla Ouis and Ebba Lisberg Jensen

INTRODUCTION

This article deals with the cultural parallelism between biological and cultural diversity as manifested in allotment garden areas in Malmö. Applying an historical perspective, we argue that the mobility of species is almost as old as human history. Whenever new species are introduced, as when cultural traits meet, differences may be welcomed and introduced in the already existing context, just as they may be shunned, hated and persecuted. Introducing new species may be an efficient way of colonizing land, as shown by Alfred W. Crosby.1 In an increasingly globalized world, people seem to bring with them their old plants, and they exchange varieties and species with each other. In a multicultural city like Malmö, this is practised among the many allotment gardeners from all over the world. Sometimes it enhances contact and integration, and sometimes cultural practices and species comes to symbolize difference, contact with the country of origin or even ethnic identity.

The article starts with a general overview of the history of migration and migrating species. Then we introduce the reader to the ideas of biological and cultural diversity and the discursive parallels between them. After that, we present some of our empirical data from interviews with allotment gardeners of different ethnic origin all over Malmö. Finally, we critically discuss how cultural and biological diversity as sometimes
different but sometimes closely connected sets of associations are used in official discourse on cultural and biological change.

Malmö has a long history of multiculturalism. Already in medieval times, Malmö was a dynamic centre of fishing and trade for people from all over the Baltic region. Germans, Poles, Danes and Swedes met and handled economic, religious and political matters on the sandy beach in the growing city. Today, Malmö is one of the most multicultural cities in Sweden, which can easily be observed in parks and allotment gardens, where people of different origins engage in leisure activities or in small-scale cultivation.

BACKGROUND: MOVING PEOPLE, MIGRATING SPECIES

Whenever people through history have travelled or moved, they have brought with them species of plants and animals from their original habitat. For example, agricultural expansion spread species like wheat, sheep and goats from the original area in “The Fertile Crescent” all over Western Europe. However, it has been debated whether groups of people moved with their habit of cultivating and their species, or if it was rather the agricultural idea that was spread. Agriculture has proven to be a very successful strategy from a human perspective. Agricultural species have been so closely connected to culture – in fact, \textit{cultivare} means “to grow” in Latin. Societal systems often evolved around bulk species such as wheat, rice, maize, or, when it comes to animals, cattle, sheep, camels and goats.

During the European colonization of the “New World”, the use of efficient large-scale agricultural systems, but mainly the bringing of expansive and fast-growing species, was part of the strategy of domination. This has been thoroughly elaborated by the environmental historian Alfred W. Crosby.\textsuperscript{2} Wheat and cattle are among the most well-known. Crosby also discusses the fact that not only useful plants, but also weeds, forage plants and unintentional species like “wild oats, common foxtail, chess, bromes, Italian ryegrass”\textsuperscript{3} as well as illnesses such as smallpox, were introduced with disastrous consequences in the new environment.

Cross-cultural contacts and global trade have simultaneously led to the movement of agricultural, horticultural and medical plants in all
directions over the globe, not only by Europeans or from Europe to other parts of the world. For example, the potato, originally a South and Central American tuber, was brought to Europe during the sixteenth century and eventually became a staple food in all Europe. Cassava was brought to Africa from South America. Tomatoes and tobacco were soon planted all over Europe. Coffee, originally an Ethiopian plant, was spread by Arab merchants to Northern Africa, and was later exported to Brazil and the West Indies.

In some cases, the new coming species went wild, such as the mustang that spread all over the north American continent, and the dromedaries that have colonized the Australian desert. These examples show that newcomers sometimes are able to adapt to new environments without causing damage. In other cases, the local ecosystems have been severely altered through the introduction of new animals, weeds and illnesses. One of the most well-known examples of this is the introduction of rabbits to Australia and New Zealand. Such cases have created the idea that all new species are invasive species, spreading uncontrolled and putting the ecosystem out of balance. Despite the fact that migration of species is a phenomenon as old as human history, it is still controversial.

DIVERSITY

Biological diversity is a concept with a long history, sliding between science and aesthetics or ideology. Originally, ecologists during the 1930s up till the 1950s discussed whether succession in an ecological system leads to a more efficient system in terms of handling energy. Later on, the idea of biological systems in equilibrium, balance, was introduced. It was suggested that a mature ecosystem reached a state of optimal functioning. In the 1980s a number of biologists found out that heavy exploitation of, for example, rain forests caused the extinction of many species, a fact that these more or less overtly “conservationist” biologists found alarming. To shed light on the issue of mass extinction and to make it acceptable to the scientific community, the problem, along with the concept of biological diversity, or biodiversity, was consciously launched at a conference held by the American Science Association in Washington 1986. In that context, the concept came to mean a value
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consisting of a diversity of species, making the habitat worthy of protection. The researchers put all their scientific credibility into the campaign, which was very successful. Biodiversity soon became a buzzword in conservationist debates all over the world, even though, or maybe because, the concept was laden with aesthetics and a basically radical idea about the value of protecting not only species as such, but also their biotopes. In 1992, Convention on Biological Diversity was signed by many countries at the UN Conference in Rio de Janeiro and thus the concept took a great leap into established politics.

But biodiversity was, and still is, a contested concept. It is formally said to denote diversity on three levels: landscape, population and individually. Among some biologists, it is used as a neutral term, simply equaling the fact that there is diversity on these three levels. Among others scientists, as among some conservationist activists fighting to save forests or other biotopes from exploitation, the concept is used to denote a high level of “integrity” or “untouchedness”.5 In this sense of the word, a city dump where a grand variety of seeds sprout, a zoological garden with animals from all over the world or a park with hundreds of tree species do not represent biological diversity, regardless of the variation to be found there. The term is then set aside primarily for what is sometimes called “virgin” ecosystems.

On the other hand, biotopes that have been influenced by humans for decades or millennia may contain great biological variation, sometimes directly as a result of human activity. In Northern Europe, meadows that have been cleared, grazed, cropped or otherwise harvested since prehistoric times may be extremely rich in species, and only a few years without tending will wipe out living conditions for species that are susceptible to overgrowth or need trampling to grow. Extensive land use systems such as Amazonian slash-and-burn cultivation also sometimes enhance species diversity. Among many scientists and conservationists, though, this kind of man-made diversity is valuable and deserves protection too.

Thus, biological diversity may be perceived as a value to be found in a natural setting, untouched by human hand. Or it may be said to exist where humans have been influencing their environment for a long time in what is thought to be a benign way. To put it very bluntly: Biological diversity is more or less unconsciously associated with an older order, with premodern circumstances.6

Metaphorically, aesthetically and ideologically, diversity can be said to be a reaction to the order, monoculture and efficiency of modern
society. In conservationist issues, it is not human activity as such that is opposed to biological diversity, but modern practices. Modern forestry as well as modern agriculture during the 1900s was very much focused on techniques to achieve unity, not to say uniformity, which was thought to improve productivity. Not only clear-cutting, large-scale monocultures and new, modern varieties of crops, were introduced to improve productivity, but older habits and local varieties were politically opposed as being old-fashioned and anti-development. The use of pesticides and herbicides was another expression of this urge and industrial development.

Also in political issues dealing with cultural and ethnic identities, modern society has up until today focused on unity, not to say uniformity. A modern nation state, like Sweden, strove to eradicate the cultural differences between newcomers, immigrants and ethnic minorities. The political goal was assimilation, or, in an American context, a melting pot, where differences were thought to blend and eventually disappear. Then, in the late 1980s, a critique against this ideal started to grow in the USA. Cultural diversity, a multitude of ethnic identities, little by little took over as a political ideal and changed the way society looks upon and handles cultural differences. What was formerly thought to be a threat or simply a disturbing variation is today a goal. Just like “biological diversity”, “cultural diversity” forms a conceptual frame that is so general that it can easily be accepted by society, though it is inherently full of contradictions and conflicting interests. Both phenomena – or ideals – are today held up as the basis for sustainable development (another politicized and deeply contested concept). In a postmodern society, diversity is “all things good”, an ideal that cannot be questioned.

A city like Malmö, with one of the highest immigrant rates in Sweden, asserts the values of being a “multicultural city”. This is true, but it is also a poorly integrated city. Political conflict and poverty have made a great number of people move to Sweden during the last twenty years. Some of them, mainly elderly people, have taken up gardening in one of the many allotment garden areas in and around Malmö. There, people from all over the world actually form a cultural diversity, meeting (but not always mixing) practices, habits, tips and sometimes, exchanging species with their neighbours.
BIOLOGICAL AND CULTURAL DIVERSITY IN MÄLÖ ALLOTMENT GARDENS

Sometimes cultural diversity contributes directly to biological diversity, in one of the denotations of the concept, i.e. a diversity of species. In our present research project on the outdoor recreation habits of immigrants in Malmö, we have conducted interviews with people of immigrant origin in different settings. It is often presumed that immigrants only want to barbecue and picnic in parks and on beaches as their main outdoor recreation activity. This seems to be true to some extent, but in the numerous allotment garden areas in and around the city, we have noticed that many immigrants take great interest in cultivating vegetables and flowers. The focus in these popular publications is on the variety of introduced exotic species, originating in the cultivators’ home countries and replanted in a Swedish setting.

Our method when mapping this field was very simple: We approached cultivators and asked them about their allotment gardens, what species they grew and how they used them. If the communication turned out well, we went on to ask the gardener about his/her origin and gardening habits. One of us asked the questions, the other one took notes. Often, but not always, gardeners told us facts about their situation, family and traditions. A majority of our informants were of Middle Eastern or Eastern European origin, of both sexes, most of them in their fifties and sixties. In this context, we will denote them “Greek man” or “woman from Palestine” even if they may have been Swedish citizens for a long time.

Our impression is that the majority of the gardeners use their allotments as was originally intended by the founders: partly for recreation and partly as a means to improve the household economy and the nutrition status of the family. A majority of the older gardeners told us that they gave their surplus away to children and grandchildren, and even that they “had to” grow a lot of vegetables to feed a big family and to be able to cook the food that they were used to.

Some gardeners informed us about the traditional use of each plant. A man of Iraqi origin in his forties showed his coriander bed and made a circulating gesture over his chest: “Coriander. It is good for the blood.” Utility was sometimes of a more abstract character: One Polish woman in her sixties grew almost only flowers because they “made her relax”. Among some gardeners, surplus produce could be sold, more or less informally, some just discretely handing out small plastic bags with
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spices in exchange for money, while someone else had set up an proper booth with a roof, flags and a counter.

Karine Mannerfelt has drawn attention to a number of rare and exotic species from a Swedish point of view. In the Malmö setting, we discerned in the immigrants’ gardens some common species that are traditionally grown in Swedish kitchen gardens, such as potatoes, onions, beans, lettuce, rhubarb, celery, kale, parsley, red radish, black radish and tomatoes. Some species, though, have been introduced or reintroduced to Swedish gardens during the last few decades, such as squash, white radish, white-beet, garlic, mint and coriander. One informant gave proof of the changing variety of seeds that can be found in Swedish garden shops: “When we got here [to Sweden], it was hard to find seeds and plants. Nowadays, you can get anything everywhere” (Greek man, about 70 years old). Globalization, thus, is manifest in the assortment of market gardens. Other varieties are still hard to find, and informants testify to bringing them or getting them from relatives abroad, or letting some of the crop set seeds. Newer and definitely more exotic species like fenugreek; new forms of garden cress, rocket, aubergine, black-eyed beans and leek were also identified. Some species that are perceived as weeds in Sweden and normally not eaten, such as common sorrel, are grown.

We expected to find that the composition of species grown in each garden would be very different from one garden to the other. Some gardeners actually presented their combination of plants as culturally specific. A Greek man, about 70 years old, told us: “Arabs have their species, and we have ours. We grow things as we did in our own countries.” But when interviewing his Arab allotment neighbours and observing their gardens, we were able to establish that they grew almost the same species all over the area, with some minor variations. Our impression is that plants seem to be important for identity construction in relation to an imagined “Other”. In practice, there seems to be, for example, a “Mediterranean” kitchen garden with minor variations, and we observed that gardeners from East European countries grew plants that more resembled old traditional Swedish gardens with a variety of kale, peas and tubers.

To some informants, it was important to show us plants that had been brought or sent from their home country. A lady in her sixties from Macedonia, who spoke very little Swedish, demonstrated a 40-centimetre green sprout with leaves, gesticulating enthusiastically and telling us: “I brought a hazelnut from Macedonia. I crushed the
crust it a little and planted it and look, now it grows here”. This woman had also grown some grapevines that her daughter had brought to her from her hometown.

1. Gardeners in Persborg allotment gardens, Malmö
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The enthusiasm showed the joy of constituting an unbroken biological connection to the place of origin. We immediately associated her action with a very significant event in the national epos of Swedish migration to Northern America in the nineteenth century by Vilhelm Moberg. His main character, Kristina, brings with her from Småland an Astrakhan apple kernel, and she plants it close to her new home in Minnesota. She lives there to see it grow and sprout, and when it finally bears fruit, she is ready to die:

Suddenly the mouth grew stiff, the lower jaw stopped in an attempted motion. The eyelids twitched and the whites became enlarged. Her breath was drawn out while the voice grew even weaker. “I recognise it… Our Astrakhans are ripe…”

Then there came only a soft sigh as she breathed out: “Our apples are ripe. I’m home…”

There was a spasm in her arms, then they lay still, and the hands’ hold on the fruit loosened. The big apple rolled slowly down the slope of the blanket and fell with a thud on the floor near the bed.
Bringing seeds and seedlings is a common phenomenon. To bring well-known plants may enhance the feeling of “rooting” in a new environment – the opposite of the “uprooting” that a migration causes. It creates a feeling of being at home that seems to be a universal urge. One informant, a Palestinian man in his sixties who had lived in Sweden for twenty years, felt that what he perceived as climate change was reflected in his increasing sense of feeling at home: “It used to be hard to get plants to grow, but now everything grows here, it is warmer now. Climate is changing.”

Our world is increasingly globalizing. People move but maintain and establish personal relationships across the globe. One example of this was an Iraqi man in his forties, with his little daughter helping him and translating, who told us about his squash plants: “This is American squash. It is much bigger. I got it from a relative in Canada.” The allotment garden had also helped him to get in contact with an ethnic Swede, though he seemed not to talk Swedish at all: “I got the rose from my friend. He is a Swede, he owns the allotment garden right there. He said: ‘You are my friend, I will give you this plant.’”

Multiculturalism is a very concrete phenomenon in the allotment gardens. People stick to their traditions, species and varieties, but they also accept new variations of crops, exchange seeds with each other and live side by side.

CONTESTED BIODIVERSITY

Plants and the choice of plants are symbolically laden, showing that the gardener is open-minded, artistic, a fancy globetrotter, or traditional. There is no such thing as value-neutral planting.

Traditionally, gardening in European parks has been focused on landscaping and succeeding in growing exotic and beautiful sorts of trees, bushes and flowers. For instance, castle parks in the eighteenth century contained “Chinese parks” with bamboo and houses for oranges. Private gardeners have also taken a pride in collecting exotic flowers from other parts of the world and transforming their own little patches. This can be seen as early expressions of the globalization and biological diversity described above.
Today, many cities lack sufficient greenery. Foliage and lawns, besides offering beauty to the citizens, are also said to provide ecological services such as cleaning air and water, slowing water flows and floods, decreasing urban heating and cold winds, absorbing pollutions and noise, etc.\footnote{13}

A central trait in this ambition is to create biodiversity, enhancing living conditions for animals and plants in order to provide these services. Greenery is said to be an important factor when creating a sustainable city.

During the last decade, a number of national actors have launched campaigns to inform and stimulate planners to achieve this goal of sustainability. For instance, a publication by the Swedish Society for Nature Conservation and the Centre for Biological Diversity stresses the need to plant domestic species:

To favour biodiversity in choice of plants, one can imitate nature in the surrounding landscape, i.e. choose indigenous, wild species within their natural habitat and adapt the choice of place, biotope and succession.\footnote{14}

This is an example of how the concept of biodiversity denotes the natural, the original and the domestic, as discussed above. The statement shows a more conservationist discourse, where original nature is the ideal rather than refinement and exoticism.

But the times are changing and so are ideals. One example is that city gardeners in Malmö city centre say that the urban environment demands a completely new set of species:

The urban environment is barren. The soil is compacted and impoverished and there is less air and water in the ground. The circumstances are different from a hundred years ago, when many of these elm trees were planted. Today, we use many trees from exotic places. Today we also spread risks, by employing a variety of species and varieties.\footnote{15}

In this quotation, biodiversity seem to be a question of functionality and stability rather than an issue of aboriginality. Hence, the concept of biodiversity today also includes exotic species, which makes it even more complex. The old idea that the original, untouched biota is the most stable and resilient to change is thereby contested.
CONTESTED CULTURAL DIVERSITY

A parallel to the changing understanding of diversity in nature is found in the discourse of multiculturalism. Conservative xenophobic political actors maintain the idea that a balanced, harmonic society must be culturally and ethnically homogeneous. Foreigners are seen as anomalies, elements in the “wrong” environment, similar to the biological idea of “exots”. A lot of political energy is put into the rhetoric aiming to repatriate them – or, if this cannot be achieved, to assimilate them in Swedish society and culture. In some cases, the parallel between immigrants and plants is obvious: Immigrants are depicted as invasive species, ready to invade, spread uncontrolled and dominate Sweden:

Mass immigration, together with the high nativity among some immigrant groups and the absence of assimilation policies, means that Swedes within a few decades risk becoming a minority in their own country. This development will affect all aspects of societal life and transform our country beyond recognition.16

This way of describing people – as an invasive species with destructive capabilities – is obviously not politically correct. The old idea that it is birth, rather than citizenship, that constitutes “Swedishness”, associates people with something that is either “in its place”, or “out of place”, hence, an anomaly, a disorder, an invasive species. This idea, essentialism, describes national culture as inherent rather than socially constructed and fluid.

On the other hand, in the discourse of Swedish political establishment, cultural diversity is always held up as inherently good. Any problematizing or criticism of policies of multiculturalism is interpreted as unacceptable.17 Postmodern open-mindedness towards difference and the rejection of racism as a rule, nevertheless, does not apply to plants:

Giant hogweed is very competitive and forces out and displaces domestic plant species. The Swedish Environmental Protection Agency considers it to be a threat to biological diversity.18

An interesting feature here is that it is not the Swedish flora as such that is threatened, but biodiversity itself. One might think that one more species should increase biodiversity, but this is not the case. Instead, the concept of biodiversity is used in the sense of “original”. Biodiversity comes to mean “species in their places”.

“I brought a hazelnut from Macedonia”
We started out by drawing a parallel between the concept of biological and cultural diversity. There are many similarities, not least the critique against modernity’s idea of creating uniformity and order. But there are also differences. Multiculturalism is generally accepted as something desirable and a condition for a sustainable society – except among more or less overtly racist political organizations. Among them, multiculturalism as such is a threat to what they think of as the original “order”, people in their “right places”. Biological diversity, analogous as it may seem, is much more complex. It may on one hand denote a variety of individuals, species and populations, but, on the other hand, it is often used as synonymous with original, untouched and indigenous nature.


An experiment with the establishment of a savannah-like landscape on an overgrown pasture in Bunkeflostrand
Photo: Ebba Lisberg Jensen

Sometimes, when exotic species are put in new settings, as in parks or the gardens of the rich and wealthy, they may be associated with elegance and international influences with a high cultural status. One example is the palm trees that are put out every summer on the long beach walk in Trelleborg, giving the city an air of Cannes. They also alert strong
feelings of homesickness among the immigrants of Mediterranean and Middle Eastern origin that we have interviewed. But the palms are not planted; they grow in pots. If they were planted, and if it were warm enough for them to grow, they would probably provoke more debate. When immigrants bring with them and change the biological diversity in the allotment gardens, it may be seen as very positive by some, while others may find it a threatening manifestation of their difference and a threat to native culture and nature.

One way of enhancing biological and cultural diversity could be to establish “multicultural” gardens with exotic trees, bushes and plants. This has been done, for example, in York, to create social integration and sustainable development. This idea was presented to students during a lecture at Malmö University, but it turned out to be highly provocative. The basic argument among the students was that immigrants have to adapt to “our Swedish nature”. But the idea of “Swedish nature” in urban green areas is somehow obsolete. A book on famous trees in the parks of Malmö shows that almost every park tree is of exotic origin.

When it comes to gardens, nature is physically a social construction – and has always been so. People, like flowers, do not “belong” in a particular place. Instead, it is a part of our biological history to move around and bring species with us. Sometimes new societies and new farming habits appear. The difference is that migration and exchange of plants is faster today than it has ever been before. But, eventually, differences may not be that visible anymore. Or, as one informant told us: “You have to grow with your garden”, meaning that it takes time, but don’t give up. Maybe this holds true for a multicultural society with biological diversity too.
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